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PREFACE 

This report is based upon data gathered on bridge decks designed and con- 
structed under procedures which existed in 1963. These procedures, which were 
typical of and in some aspects more demanding than those in use in other states at 
that time, have subsequently been shown by research and experience to be less than 
adequate for the construction of bridge decks, which are subjected to a severe 
environment. Some defects have developed in the decks during seven years of serv- 
ice. These defects are largely explainable by the characteristics of the concrete or 
the procedures which were observed during placement. While premature deteri- 
oration is undesirable the purpose of this project, which was to relate performance 
to the observations made during construction, is better served by the fact that some 
defects have developed° 

There is a natural tendency to blame individuals for failure when the perfection 
expected by most highway engineers is not achieved. The fixing of blame or condemning 
of individual failures is not the purpose of this report; the procedures followed in the 
construction of the bridge decks described were consistent with the "state of the art" 
as it existed nationally at the time° Throughout this report, emphasis is placed upon 
the changes that have been made in response to this and other research. Such respon- 
siveness has resulted in better decks, from the standpoints of both riding quality and 
durability° Actually the period during which these bridges were constructed repre- 
sents a time of transition in all aspects of bridge deck construction, and the results 
emphasize the soundness of the decisions which have been made, the emphases which 
have been placed, and the attention that has been directed to the concrete in bridge 
decks° 

It is in this spirit that the project was initiated and pursued, and it is in this 
spirit that this report is written. 
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SUMMARY 

A study was made on seventeen bridge decks constructed in 1963 under 
regular construction procedures° 

The purpose of this project was: 

(i) To compare important properties of concrete as freshly placed 
in randomly selected bridge decks with those after hardening of 
the concreteo 

(2) To detect the influence, if any, of different screeding methods. 

(3) To relate the performance of the decks to the observed properties 
of the fresh and hardened concrete. 

The objectives and techniques were similar in many respects to those of 
projects reported elsewhere• The important difference was that the properties of 
the fresh concrete were more closely defined than in most other studies, which in 

many cases were forced to rely on project records, historical data, or observations 
on hardened concrete only. 

The structures described in this report are representative of the last ones built 
under the old specifications, and are thus not representative of current practice. 
For this reason some of them incorporate concrete that should be susceptible to 
distress, according to current knowledge, and afford an excellent opportunity to evaluate 
this type of materialo 

From tests on freshly mixed and hardened concrete samples and observation of 
the performance during seven years the following conclusions are drawn: 

When viewed against .the perfection desired by the engineer, the 
performance of these decks has been disappointing or borderline. 
When viewed against the performance that would be expected from 
concrete with the properties observed, the performance has been 
better than might be expectedo 

The performance of the 17 structures in this study closely parallels 
the performance of a large sample of bridges included as a part of 
a nationwide study of bridge deck performance° 

3• The primary cause of variable or borderline performance of concrete 
in bridge decks is variable or borderline fresh concrete° Many of 
the deficiencies have been overcome by changes in specifications 
and procedures instituted since the construction of the bridges included 
in this study° 

4• Even with the use of elaborate mechanical equipment diligent attention 
must be given to the details of accepted practices of good concreting 
such as maintenance of low water cement ratios, adequate air contents, 
and prompt and thorough curing° 
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5o The agreement of properties such as un•.t weight and air content 
measured m both the freshly m•xed and hardened concrete is 
acceptable for engineering purposes 

6o No influence of the screedmg method on the properties of the 
concrete m place was found• However, tb.e •ol.•ewmg redirect re• 
lationships may exists. 

(a) The average s!.u.mp of (•:on,.:rete placed on jobs using 
mechamcai screedmg equipmem was 2.• a while that for 
jobs uti. :!z•ing hand methods was 3• 7• To the extent that 
slump refi•e,ets water content, the use of mechanical sereeds 
should result in a better quality concrete° 

(b) Of the four bri.dges screeded with the longitudi.nal sereed, 
three have shown r el.at•.•"ely seri.ous defic•.eneieso Two have 
been resurfaced primarily because of deficient cover over the 
uppermost remforeemento The third span has surface spalling, 
whi.eh also appears to be related to insufficient cover over re= 
inforcem.ent• Hopefully research nearing completion at the 
Research Counei•! w•.!! shed li•gbt on this problem and suggest 
means for eliminating •.•;• 

7o Traffic volumes and desi.gn features see:m to have had little influence 
in the ad•erse performan(:•e of the se•enteen briodges i•n this study° 

8o The only three br:l.dges that are free from sca•ing are the only three 
bridges that contai.ned an adequate entrained air voids system• 

9o For the class of m:ixtures used •n these decks, a minimum ai.r content 
of 5 percent was found to he necessary m order t• pro:•ide a void 
spacing factor of •!• a•)5.5", wh:•l.e air contents of 4 percent provided 
spaci•ng factors below 

10o The i.mportan•e of •,he early appli.cati'on of curing was reilected in the 
sealing of several decks of al0!-•arentiy satisfactory •_:onerete to which 
curing was appl•.ed ,•ery late•.• 

11o Uncertainty ex!i.sts a.s •o the e•a•:•t proportions of •he components, 
especially water, m the tom, fete m these br•i.dge decks° Procedures 
establ•shed since th•s proiect sbo•ld •m.pro•e this s•tuati.ono 

12o The i.nfluences of water reducing admi.•tures on retarding the setting 
and reducing the water requirement were apparent in the samples 
from thi.s project;, as was the accelerating effect of. h•gh in.•.tiat mixture 
temperature 



13o The data from three spans suggest that the cracking common to them 
might be explainable from high sand equivalents of the fine aggregates 
used. 

Popouts were confined to structures using aggregates known 
to be susceptible to this type of defect° 
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COMPARISON OF PROPERTIES OF FRESH AND HARDENED CONCRETE 
IN BRIDGE DECKS 

by 

Howard H Newlon, Jr 
Assistant State Highway Research Engineer 

INTRODUCTION 

Early in the nationwide emphasis on bridge deck studies, the Virginia Depart- 
ment of Highways instituted action to improve all aspects of its bridge deck construc- 
tion. Initially, emphasis was placed upon smoothness° A committee composed of 
representatives from several of the Department's operating divisions and under the 
chairmanship of Wo E Winfrey began activity which culminated in the modification of 
various procedures and the issuance in 1965 of a 53-page guide for field engineers 
(VDH 1965)o 

Increased concern for scaling and/or cracking, coupled with the rapid devel- 
opment of mechanical screeding equipment, led to speculation about the combined and 
possibly beneficial effects of such equipment and other factors on the characteristics 
of concrete used in deck construction° 

A proposal outlining the project described in this report was submitted in the 
spring of 1963 (Newlon 1.963) and the field work was done during the period May 1963 to 
September 1963• Analyses, including periodic condition inspections of the decks, have 
been continued since that time° Interim results have been reported by various means 
within the Department including half-day discussions in each of the eight construction 
districts in 1964o These sessions were attended by about 300 field personnel° Many 
of the findings from this project have already been made use of in the Department's 
practices or specifications, or both. One report has been issued (Hilton, Newlon, 
Shelburne 1965)o This report is the final one for the project° 

Results from a resurvey of bridge decks originally inspected as a part of a 
nationwide survey of deck performance but later observed as a basis for interpreting 
the performance of the structures included in this research have been presented in a 
separate report (Davis, North, Newlon 1971)o 

PURPOSE AND SCOPE 

The purpose of this project was'. 

(i) To compare important properties of concrete as freshly placed 
in randomly selected bridge decks with those after hardening of 
the concrete° 

(2) To detect the influence, if any, of different screeding methods° 



(3) To relate the performance of the decks to the observed 
properties of the fresh and hardened concrete• 

The objectives and techniques were similar in many respects to those of 
projects reported elsewhere (NCHRP 1970)o The important difference is that the 
properties of the fresh concrete were more closely deli, ned than in most other 
studies, which in many cases were forced to rely on proiect records, historical 
data, or observations on hardened concrete only• 

All the projects studied were ol regular construction and were in progress 
when the research was initiated; thus they were not "experimental"° Because of this 
constraint, the only tests ,•sed were those which would not interfere with normal oper= 
ationso 

Descriptions of the structures, procedures, and materials are given later° It 
is emphasized that the construction took place during a transition to specifications and 
procedures designed to eliminate problems that were becoming recognized in deck 
construction, 

The structures described in this report are representative of the last ones under 
the old specifications, and are thus not representative o• current practice• For this 
reason some of them incorporate concrete that should be susceptible to distress, accord• 
ing to current knowledge, and afford an excellent opportunity to evaluate this type o• 
material° 

CHARACTERISTICS OF BRIDGES STUD.IED 

G,ener al Features 

For this study one deck span was selected •rom each of seventeen regular con- 
struction pro•iec.tso The selection was such as to include several pro)ects representing 
each of three types of mechanical screeding equipment• namely vibrating, longitudinal 
oscillating, and transverse oscillating° In addition, projects screeded manually were 
also included° A discussion of screeding methods and equipment is given in Appendix 
Ao No distinction was considered necessary between longitudinal and transverse 
screeding except in the case of the oscillating screeds, which represented differences 
in design as well as direction of operation° Selection on this basis naturally resulted 
in bridge decks with a variety of aggregates, admixtures, and curing processes. Each 
of the seventeen decks, in effect, represented a unique colmbination of circumstances. 
Some of the more important characteristics of the decks and. procedures are shown in 
Table Io Detailed sketches showing structural and other important features are shown 
in Appendix B• The structures and performance characteristics have been classified 
in accordance with the procedures developed by the BPR and l•CA for their nationwide 
survey of bridge deck performance (BPR I•CA 1969), 



Job 
No. 

12 

15 

16 

13 

TABLE 

IMPOR•IANT CHARACTERISTICS OF TEST BRIDGES 

Screeding Materials 
equipment Coax se Fine 

aggregate aggregate 

Vibrating 

Vibrating 

Natural Natural 
siliceous siliceou• 
gravel gravel 

Natural Natural 
siliceous siliceous 
gravel gravel 

Mechanical c rushed cru shed 
oscillating limestone lime stone 
(transverse) 

Mechanical Crushed Cru shed 
oscillating imestone limestone 
(transverse). 

Mechanic al Natural Natural 
oscillating siliceous siliceous 
(transverse) gravel gravel 

Water-reducing Curing 1969 traffic Structure type* 
tarder Me thod count, 

VPD 

Yes Paper 24, 010 pS-IB-SN 

No White pigmented 48,435"* SS-IBWG-SC 
compound 

No White pigmented 8,600 PS-IB-SC 
compound 

No White pigmented 12,851 $S-IB-SC 
compound 

Yes White pigmented 31,565 SS-IB, DG-SC 
compound 

Mechanical crushed crushed Yes White pigmented 
oscillating limestone limestone compound 
(transverse) 

Natural 
siliceous 
gravel 

Natural 
siliceous 
gravel 

25,935 SS-IB-SC 

Crushed 
granite 

Hand Crushed 
limestone 

Hand Crushed 
sandstone 

Natural 
siliceous 
gravel 

No Wet burlap plus 25,925 SS-IB-SC 
polyethylene 

No Wet lime stone 222 I• C-SS-C 
dust 

No White pigmented 445 SS-IB-SC 
compound 

Mechanical Crushed Natural No White pigmented 354 PS.IB-SN 
oscillating granite siliceous compound 
(longitudinal) sand 

Mechanical Crushed Natural No White pigmented 1, 57 5 SS-IB-SC 
oscillating limestone siliceous compound 
(longitud inal) sand 

Me chanic al Crushed Natural No- White pigme nted 6, 725 PS-IB-SN 
oscillating granite siliceous compound 
(longitudinal) sand 

Mechanic al Crushed Natural No White Pigmented 13, 37 SS-IB-SC 
osc illatin g lime stone il ice ou,n c ompou nd 
(longitudinal) sand 

Hand Natural 
siliceous 
sand 

Hand Natur al Yes Polyethylene 25, 925 SS-DG-S 
siliceous 
sand 

Hand Natural No Wet bur lap 351 SS-IB-S C 
siliceoun 
sand 

Natural 
silice ou,'-• 
s•qnd 

Natural 
iliceou•'q 

sand 

Hand Natural Yes Paper 20, 345 SS-IB-S N 
siliceou• 
s•md 

Hand Cru shed Natural No Paper 104 SS-IB-S C 
sand stone ilice ou,'• 

sand 

For explanation of symbols, see Appendix B. 

**The test area of the span has not received any traffic but the adjacent one-half span has been open to traffic for seven years. 



Materials 

The requirements on concrete •or bridge decks during the period 1938 
1970 are shown in Table Ho All of the concrete on these projects was supplied 
•rorn ready-mix trucks under the requirements designated "1958" in this table° 
Measured values of these properties are presented in the text as necessary° It 
will be seen that the requirements in force during the period the bridges 
studied in this project were built were representative of those covering a long 
period of constr•ctiono Substantial upgrading occurred in 1966 as a result o• 
several interrelated factors, including input from the observations from the 
research described in this report° 

TABLE II 

CONCRETE REQUIREMENTS 1938 1970 

Date of Cement Water- Air Slump, Maximum 20-day 
specification content¢ cement content, in. Aggregate strength, 

sk./cy ratio, % Size, psi 
gal./sk, in- 

Aggregate quality requirements 
Maximum losses, % 

Los AngelesAbrasion Sulfate soundness loss** Freezing & Thawing** 
coarse aggregate coarse aggregate 
100 rev. 500 rev. fine aggregate 

1938 6¼ 2-5 3,000 i0 40 10(15) 

1947 6¼ 2-5 3,000 35 8(5) 5(15) 
8(5) 5(15) 

1954 6¼ 5½ 3-6*** 0-5 3,000 9 35 8(5} 5(15} 
8(5) 5(15) 

1958" 6¼ 5½ 3-6 0-5 3,000 35 8(5• 5(15} 
8(5) 8(15) 

1966 6• 5¼ 6½ 1½ 2-4 4,000 9 40 12(5) 5(20• 
12(5) 5(20) 

1970 7¼ 5¼ 6½ 1½ 2•4 4,000 40 12(5• • 
18(5) 8(20) 

*These requirements were in force at the time the bridges observed in this project were constructed. 

Values in parentheses are specified numbers of cycles. 

***Air entrainment was used in pavements beginning in 1948. It was used experimentally in several bridge decks 
prior to its incorporation into specifications. 

SAMPLING PROCEDURE 

Two samples of concrete were obtained from each test span° By a random 
process the smallest identifiable unit (crane=bucket, buggy, etco) was selected for 
samplingo For each sampling, pans were placed on the forms and the concrete de= 
posited. The pans of fresh concrete were removed and the area precisely located 
for subsequent coring° 

A number of standard tests were run on each sample to establish values for 
the important properties of the fresh concrete, including additional determinations 
of slump and air contento In all cases standard AASHO or ASTM procedures were 
used, and the tests run will be apparent from the results presented° The mortar 
fraction of the concrete •was determined for each sample by washing the concrete 

over a No• 4 mesh sieveo 



During placement and finishing, operations were carefully observed and 
particular attention was given to the age of the concrete and the times for each 
operation (i• co, vibration, screeding, texturing, etco)o After completion of the 
structures but before opening to traffic, four=inch diameter cores were removed 
from each of. the two sample locations on 13 of the 17 test projects. These were 
evaluated petrographically, as will also be apparent from the results presented° 
All of the data collected by the construction inspector during routine control were 
also obtained and analyzed for comparative purposes° 

Condition surveys of the structures have been made periodically° The 
characteristics of the sample area and the test span on each structure have been 
observed in detail° The condition of the remainder of the structure, including 
wheel guards, handrails other decks, etco, has been ascertained in less detail 
for comparative purposes° 

RESULTS 

Characteristics of Fresh Concrete as Placed 

Throughout the discussion of the results, it should be borne in mind that the 
concrete sampled had been previously subjected to control testing, including rejection 
of concrete judged to be deficiento The principal control indicators were a determina• 
tion of slump and air content (by Chace indicator) on each load of ready=mixed con- 
crete prior to placement in the decko Thus, the variability reflected in the data is that 
for randomly selected samples from concrete that was, statistically speaking, "in 
control"° Comparatively large variability would be expected, however, because of the 
use of only two samples per deck, the random location of the sample with respect to 
its position within the truck mixer, and the obvious differences expected among 17 
projects° 

A distribution of results from the slump tests for each of the 34 samples is 
shown in Figure lo Two of the 34 samples (6 percent) exceeded the specified maxi- 
mum of 5"0 This can be explained by the fact that the random sampling procedures 
sometimes required that the sample represent the early discharge rather than the 
conventional "average" concreteo Such sampling and testing variations are well 
established (Bloem and Gaynor 1970)o The highest slump recorded was for a concrete 
containing a water-reducing and set=retarding admixture, and the water content as 
calculated was well below the specified maximum° 

The slump varied considerably from job to job, as would be expected° The 
slump for the 20 samples from jobs using mechanical screeding equipment was 2o 7", 
compared with 30 8" for the 14 samples from hand•screed projects° These results 
substantiate the fact that mechanical screeding commonly produces a stiffer concrete° 
The value of 2o 7" conforms to the A CI recommendation that a maximum slump of 
3 inches is satisfactory for mechanically consolidated concrete (ACI 309-1960)o 
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Figure io Distribution of slump measurements on fresh concrete° 

The slump results in general reflect an appreciation of the importance o• 
using low slump concrete on the part o• construction inspectors and their diligence 
in measuring this characteristic 

Water=Cement Ratio 

The significant influence o£ the water=cement ratio on all the important 
properties o• concrete is generally given primary consideration in most concreting 
operations° Although slavish obedience to the "law" has been questioned (Gilkey 
1961) and the significant contributions of other less appreciated factors demon• 
strated, the benefits of using the lowest possible amount of water cannot be 
questioned° 

Unfortunately, there are no satisfactory test methods £or determining directly 
either the amount o• cement or the quantity o• water, and thus resort must be made 
to calculations based on observed weights and/or correlations with strength results° 

In this study the water=cement ratios were calculated conventionally from 
batch weights, corrected ior aggregate moisture, and data £rom the wet•weight 
yield (ASTM C138)o The values are subject to the considerable uncertainties 
which are always present when recorded data for weights and proportions are used 
rather than measurements of properties° 



The water contents reported are shown in Figure 2o No special determi= 
nations were made° The values presented were calculated from the job inspectors 
records of aggregate moisture and water added to the mixture° Two significant 
facts are indicated by these data° The first is that 7 of the 34 samples (22 percent) 
ceeded the specified limit oi 5o 5 galo/sack° Because of uncertaint•¥ in the moisture 
determinations, there is reason, to suspect the validity of some of these data, par= 
ticularly where high •ater contents coincide •with very low slumps and in cases 
where strength data from job (•ontrol tests are avai]ab]eo The pertinent point is 
that there is a considerable degree of uncertainty as to the water content of the 
concrete• A large portion of this uncertainty is related to the determinations of 
aggregate moistur eo 

EXCEEDING LIMIT '-22 % 

WATER REDUCING ••' ADMIXTURE 

:::::::::::::::::::::::: i•,:::::::::::.:::::::::: 

4.5 5.0 5.5 WATE,•/•EMENT, 

V.D.H. 
SPEC. 

6.0 GALS, Z•ACK 

Figure 2o Distribution of water-cement ratios cal•i•ulated 
for fresh concrete samples° 

The second indication, from these data is that they represent two separate 
statistical populations, dependent upon whether or not a water-reducing ad.mixture 
was used° It will be seen that the use of the water-reducing admix•ture resulted in 
an average water reduction of about 0• 5 galo/sack° 

In Figure 3 the recorded water-cement ratios are compared, with the "design" 
ratios for the project° In. some cases the design. values •were below the maximum 
specification value shown earlier in Table IIo About 30 percent of the samples 
contained more than the design. water-cement ratio° On]• one oi the ten samples 
containing a water-reducing admixture exceeded the design wa.ter•cement ratio° 



Figure 3. 
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110 

At the time of these tests, the use of a water-reducing set-retarding admixture 

was optional, and the mixture proportions were not adjusted to compensate for 

the reduced water-cement ratio. Since 1965, its use for bridge deck concrete has 

been required° Also, at the time of the tests, there was some confusion in the field 

between the maximum water-cement ratio permitted by specifications and the maxi- 

mum water content consistent with the job mixture° Beginning in 1964 (in fact, on 

several of the projects included in this study) the Department has required that a 

form including information on the "maximum design water" and the amount of 

water added to the load at the plant accompany each truckload of ready-mix concrete° 

These two modifications of procedure were intended to eliminate the situation reflected 

in Figure 2o 

Air Contents 

The distribution of air contents is illustrated in Figure 4o The air void system 
of the hardened concrete and its relationship to the air contents measured in the fresh 

concrete will be discussed latero These comparisons will show that in the majority 
of the cases studied, the poor air void characteristics are the result of a deficient 

amount of entrained air in the fresh concrete. Although the specification requirement 
at the time of sampling was lower than would be desirable, the problem was eom- 

pounded by the tendency of the project inspectors to work to the lower limit rather 

than to the center or the upper limito This fact is illustrated in Figure 4, which 

-8- 



BELOW V.D.H. 15 O°•o 
O 

ABOVE V D.H 3 

V.D.H.,SPEC. 

1.0 2.0 3.0 4•0 5.0 6.0 7.0 8.0 

AIR CONTENT• PERCENT 

Figure 4o Distribution o• air contents measured for fresh concrete° 

presents the results of the air determination on the 34 samples from 17 projects° It 
will be noted that the distribution is skewed toward the low side of the range° Only 
one sample (3%) exceeds the upper limit while •ive (15%) are below the lower one° 
It is interesting to note that four o• the five low samples were between 2o 5 and 3° 0 
percent, which reflects the natural tendency to accept air contents which are only 
tenths of' a percent below the required value° Twen•-four of the 34 sa.rnples (71%) 
are below the intended goal of the specification lim•ts• namely, 4° 5 per(•ento As 
will be described later, satisfactory spacing •actors were obtained for the •ew 
samples in which the air contents in the fresh concretes were above about 4° 5 per- 
cent, so that the qualit• o• the concrete would ha•e been considerably improved 
had the goal been the middle rather than the lower limit of the specification range° 
The tendency to work to the lower limit is understandable when one considers the 
premium placed upon attaining high strength concrete° Things that tend. to decrease 
the strength (such as increasing the air content) are avoided° 

Rate and Mixture Temperature 

The time of initial set as measured by penetration tests on. mortar removed. 
from the concrete (ASTM C403) is plotted in Figure 5 as a function of.' the temperature 
of the concrete at the time of deposition in the forms° Again, the samples containing 
a water-reducing retarder have been differentiated° Three important points should 
be notedo First, the temperature of 24 of the 34 samples (71%) was above 80 ° Fo 
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Figure 50 Relationship between initial set (ASTM C 403) 
and mixture temperature, 

A recent report on the cooperative bridge deck study (Kansas, BPR, PCA 1965) 
cautions against the use of concrete with a temperature over 80OFo All of the 
samples were taken before noon when the lowest concrete temperatures for the 
day would be expectedo The temperature of the concrete approached the upper 
limit of 90OF, which is often used as an absolute limit in hot weather concretingo 
Second, the expected trend toward more rapid set at higher temperatures is evident° 
The relationship is good, considering the many other variables in materials and en= 
vironment involved in this field studyo Lastly, the use of the water-reducing ad• 
mixture extended the times of initial set by about io 0 Io 5 hours over those for 
the concretes without the admixtures The stiffening rate data were observed to 
correlate well with the apparent behavior of the concrete in place° It should be 
emphasized that prolongation of the resistance to penetration is not synonymous 
with retention of slumpo 

Since these tests, the minimum cement content required for bridge decks has 
been increased to 60 75 sacks/co yo Undoubtedly, with this increase has come higher 
initial mixture temperatures° 



Yield 

The yields determined for 33 of the 34 samples in accordance with ASTM C 138 
are. shown in Figure 6 as percentages of the intended yields. As noted later, the cal- 
culated proportions for a given job did not always yield exactly one cubic yard of 
concrete. The yields based upon the corrected calculated quantities are presented 
later. The basis for the •alues in Figure 6 would be what the normal contractor 
expected; i.e., .6, 7.5 yd., etc. Although no specification requirements are placed 
on yield, instructions suggest several actions which should be taken. 

•, 
"shouldthe 

actual yield of concrete at the completion of any day's run vary by more than • 2 per- 
cent from the theoretical yield". As noted in Figure 6, 6 of the 33 samples were 
outside the desirable range. The general trend was for yields to be slightly below 
the theoretical value.. In view of the fact that minor variations in the testing procedure 
reflect noticeably in the results, corrective action should not be taken on the basis of 
a measurement on a single sample. For two of the test spans results from both samples 
were outside the desired range while for two other test spans only one of the two sam- 
ples was outside of the range. In any event, the tendency was for lower than expected 
yields. Possible causes fo• the variations in yield are discussed in the next section. 

Figure 6. Distribution of yields calculated from fresh concrete. 

11- 



Variation of. Co.mponents 

In addition to the measurement of air contents and yields and. the recordation 
of water added at various points, the amount of aggregate coarser than the #4 screen 

was determined by washout tests° No d•ireet measurements •were rnade of fine aggre- 
gate, cement, or water• These were monitored at the appropriate points by observa- 
tion of the scales and gages° 

Thus, for each. batch there-were three groups of data on m•x composition•. 
The first were the batch or "des•gn" weights determined for the Class A=4 concrete 
to be used throughout the projects° At present,, concrete proportioning is based upon 
use of ACI 6l,a; however, at the time of this constructi_•on, each construction district 
was arriving at these qt•:mtiti, es in a slightly different fashion, but all were using 
proportioning principle•-., ,•,.mpered by 1,ocal experieneeo These variations in pro= 
portioning methods resui,•ed i.n t, he fact •kat when calculated on a common basis, n•ot 
all-of the. "design" wei,ghts would prod•.ce exactly one cubic yard of eonerete,• 

The second set of weights were those recorded as batch weights for the sampled 
batches° These varied from t, he "design" vM, uesprimarily in. the amount of water added 
and fro.m inability to iproduee exac, tly tl•e intended air content• 

The third set of data. was developed from the field measurements of yield, 
coarse aggregate, and air eontentso These •measurements, suppl.e.mented by the re= 
eord.ed values t:.or ce:ment, fine aggregate, and. water, were used. to calculate what 
are design.areal "measured" quantiti.eso 

Volu:metrie quantities were eMculated from the three sets of data with the in= 
tent of reconciling the:m w•,th the yield data and other observations made durir•g con= 
structi,on and with subsequ.ent performance, An example of the .measured, and computed 
valu•es is gi.ven m Figure 7, In the e.xample shown, the quan{;i.ties reportedly batched 
were less than those of the design, and the yi, eld .meas•ared was less .than that batehedo 
The volu:me of coarse aggregate measured was, however, greater than. that reportedly 
batched.o 

The interactions are so co.mplex and tl•e recorded informati.on, particularly 
that on. water contents, is of suffi.cient uncertatnW that detailed comparisons are not 
justified, Several points are, however, of' some mteresto 

Shown in the first colu:m.n of Table I/I are the measured, values for coarse 
aggregate contents expressed as percentages by weigl•t of the bateh• qnantities re• 
corded for the coarse aggregate.• For 1,7 of the 32 samples,*:: the measured quantities 
were greater than those reportedly batched, while in 15 cases the .rneas•xred quantities 
were lesso In 9 eases the d.ilferenees exceeded five percent° 

*:Note: Samples i6 1, and 1,6-•2 were intermixed during testing and thus were un= 
ident:i, fiable so they were excluded from the analysis° 



(a) Total Concrete 

"Design" 

•t 3. 

2.99 

4.60 
1.08 

6.69 

11.84 

Cement 

Water 
Air 

Fine 
Aggregate 

Coar se 
Aggregate 

Total 27.2 

% ft 3 

11.0 2.99 

16.9 3.97 
4.0 0.97 

24.6 6.69 

43.5 11.84 

"Batched" 

Cement 

Water 

Fine 
Aggregate 

Coarse 
Aggregate 

11.3 

15.0 
3.7 

25.3 

44.7 

100 26.47 100 

"Measured" 

ft 3 

.97 

12.93 

Mortar 

Air 

Coarse 
Aggregate 

26.28 

49.2 

100 

(b) Air Free Concrete 

ft 3 

2.99 

4.60 

6.69 

11.84 

26.12 

Cement 

.Water 

Fine 
Aggregate 

Coar se 
Aggregate 

% ft 3. % ft 3. 
Ii. 4 2.9• Cement II. 7 

17.6 3.9• 

25.6 6.69 

45.3 

Water 

Eine 
Aggregate 

11.841 
Coarse 

15.6 

26.2 

46.4 12.93 

100 25°49 100 25.31 

Mortar 

C oar se 
Aggregate 

Figure 7. Volumetric quantities calculated from reported and measured data. 

51.1 

100 
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TABLE IH 

MEASURED COARSE AGGREGATE CO:NTENTS 

Sample 

1•1 
1•-•2 
2•1, 
2=2 
3=1 
3•2 

4•2 
5•1 
5=2 
6=1 
6•2 
7•1 
7•2 
8•1 
8=2 
9•1 
9=2 

1,0•1 
10,-2 
11•1 
11•2 
1,2=1 
12•2 
13•i 
13=2 
14•1 
14•2 
15=1 
15=2 
17•1 
17•2 

Measured coarse aggregate content 
compared with batched quantity, 

percent by weight 

109o9 
102o4 
94°9 
9503 
96°5 
9•o8 
98°6 

100o8 
97°3 
95°8 

107o 0 
1,04• 0 
100ol 
99°0 
95°3 
9005 
94ol 

109ol 
108o 6 
105o3 
101o3 
98° 1 
97° 1, 

100o9 
106•5 
1,02o0 
98°6 

101o0 
101,o7 
101o9 
1,01o7 
100o 0 

The difference between 
measured and batched 
coarse aggregate (air 
free basis), percent by 
volume of concrete 

,+,4o 7 
+1ol 
•2o8 
=2°9 
•1•9 
=1ol 
=0•6 
=1o4 
=1o9 
•1o9 
.+3o 5 
=1,o8 
=0°3 

=208 
•47 

•3o6 
+2, 4 

+1o 6 
+1.5 

+0• 6 
+1•6 
•3• 0 
+1o 2 
+0, 3 
+1, 4 
+1o 4 
4,i• 4 

+Io 5 



Shown in the second column are differences between the measured volumes 
of coarse aggregate calculated on a volumetric basis as a percentage o• the total 
volume of air free concrete and the volumes reportedly batchedo A plus value 
indicates coarse aggregate in excess o• the hatched quantity and also represents 
the portion by which the mortar is deficient° No further breakdown of components 
within the mortar phase can be made since these components were not measured and 
the total difference can result •from any combination o• variations o• cement, fine 
aggregate, or water° 

The distribution of absolute volumes calculated on an. air •ree basis from the 
three sets of data is presented in Figure 8° As shown in Figure 8(a), 9 of the 32 
samples represented si.••Jations in which the differences between the designed quanti- 
ties and the measured (i•..•,:•.!•i.ties e×ceeded •. 2 per(•ento As seen. frolm Figure 8(b), in 
4 of the 9 cases (1•1, I•i• 7•, and 7.•2) the differences are consistent with a •ailure 
to batch the weight intended in the design° These were cases in which the use of less 
water for concrete containing a water-reducing admixture was not compensated for 
by the use of other solid materials° Some inferences can be made regarding the 5 
cases of high yield (3•2, 8•1, 8•2, 9•1,, and 9•2)o For samples 3•2, 8•1, 8•2, and 
9-1, the results indicate excess mortar° While no exact component can be singled 
out, it is more likely that the excessive component is water° Thus, one would 
suspect that the water content of these samples is higher than recorded° Sample 9-2 
contained an excess of coarse aggregate° It was noted during placement that this 
batch was "harsh"° Excess coarse aggregate coupled with the probability of a 
water content like that of sample 9•1 explains the very high yieldo The large differ- 
ences between samples for bridges 1, 6, 8, 9, 1,0• 1,1 and 17 suggest that the batching 
and mixing procedures on these projects might have been deficient° 

It should be noted that several of•' the samples had large deviations in coarse aggregate/mortar ratios which were not reflected in the various yield calculations° 
These deviations apparently were compensated ilor within the mortar 

If the yield of the concrete, including entrained air, is considered• the results 
are explainable by variations in entrained air,which has the most pronounced effect 
of any component on yield° A one percent variation in air content aflects the yield in 
the same amount° As was shown earlier in Figure 4, •ariations of air content were 
common and those obtained were generally below the design values° The distribution 
of yields calculated to include air are shown, i.n Figure 9 in the same format as 
were shown on an air free basis in Figure 8o In this case, the yields are more than 
2 percent below the design feature in 5 o• the 32 cases, while in 7 of the 32 cases they are more than 2 percent above° Several oi the samples occupy the same position 
in both Figures 8 and 9° In other cases the ai.r contents either compensated for other 
deficiencies or aggrayated differences which were apparent on an. air free basis° 
Samples 2•1, 2•2, 11•1, and 14=I had. higher air contents than e×pectedo Samples 
4•I and 15=2 were lower° In other cases, the d.i.fieren(•es in yields re•lect causes 
other than air contents° 

In summary, the yi,eld data provide some qual, itative insights into compo- 
sitional variations, but, in, general, they are not suff'iciently definitive for quantitative 
judgmentso 
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Construc•i,on Operations 

ConstructJ, on procedures were closely observed and. recorded with the 
intention of re]ati, ng performance characteristi.cs of the decks or compositional 
variations of the concrete to these pro•edureso !nd•vidua• relationships will be 
d•scussed m connection w•th the performance data, but several, general obserya• 
tions are of mteresto 

The t[mi.ng of various construet•on proeedures was observed i•n order to 
detect relationsh•,•ps to the stiffening rate data from concrete tests,• For this purpose 
the steps m the cons•;ruci•_•on sequence were classified as: 

(i.) Mi, xing 

(2) Place:men• (sf•readling, conso!•dating) 

(3) Screedli•ng (le•eling, finishing, floating, etCo) 

(,4) Applieat•,on of f.mal texture (brooming or belting) 

(5) Cur 

As would be exl,eeted., the operat•,ons were quite Tariableo In all cases •he 
screeding and fini•shi•g operat•,ons were completed at least one hour before initial set 
was indicated° Concrete is usually considered ready for applicati•on of the f•inM tex• 
ture at that time when the "sheen" d•,sappears from the surface° Except for instances 
where construction operations precluded :it, an attempt was made to obser•e this guide° 

In, general, the texture was placed ear!•est on concrete mechani, eally screeded 
transverselyo The ti_,me of texturing with longitudinal mechamcal sereeding var:i,ed 
eonsi,derab!y but was generally earli•er than with hand methods° The a•,•erage d•ffer• 
ence between, the ti:me of ini,t•al set and t•:me of texturing for the four categories of 
eqmpment studied are 

TABLE IV 

RELATIONSHIP OF DELAY BETWEEN TEXTURING AND INITIAL SET 

Nt•_m,ber 
oil 

Sample s 

A•:erage De],ay Between 
Texturing and !n•t•,al, Set, 

Hro • 

Mechanical 
Oscillating (Trans,•er se) 
iMechan, ical 
V•bratory (Transverse) 
Mechanize al 
Oseillati, ng (Longi.tud real) 
Hand. 

2_/N•ati e•,•n ,ind •c ,-•-ates•- text,;r•,ng_ before m•tiat seto 

=1,o2 

•0•5 

=004 



The state of maturity necessary for application of curing is essentially the 

same as that stated •or texturing° A measure ol curing efficiency is, therefore, 
the elapsed time between texturing and the application of the curing medium° A 
distribution of these times is shown in Figure I0o It will be seen that for 12 oi 
the 34 samples (41%) the delay between texturing and curing exceeded one hour° It 
will also be noted that membrane curing was usually applied more rapidly than 
covering mediums such as burlap, paper, polyethylene, etco The notable exceptions 
are the two samples •rorn a single job (#II) in which 5 hours elapsed between broom= 
ing and the application o• the curing membrane° The sprayed curing membranes, 
though applied earlier, were not always adequate as seen in. Figure llo In the case 
of coverings, the tendency was to wait until a large segment of the work was corn- 
pleted before application, as shown in Figure 12o No systematic •nfluence of 
screeding •quipment 

o.• •uriJng was noted, largely because of the strong influence of 
the curing medium° Fr•...•.•. the data shown in Table IV •t would •ollow that mere rapid 
application of curing would be possible with the use o•' transverse mechanical screedso 

14 

12 

REATER THAN 

10 

HOUR 41 PERCENT 

Membrane Curing 

1.0 2'0 3.0 4.0 5.0 6.0 
HOURS BETWEEN TEXTURING AND CURING 

Figure Curing efficiency as indicated by delay between 
application of texture and curing mediumo 



Figure ii. Improper application of sprayed on curing compound. 
Lack of a work bridge contributed to this situation. 
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Fi•ur e 12. Delay of applying curing paper until a large portion 
of the slab was completed. 
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2650 
,P__ro•erties of Hardened Concrete and Compari•son with Those 

of Fresh Concrete 

Absorptl.on and IJni.t Weights 

Before the study structures were opened to traffic, one four=•inch diameter 

core was remo•,ed from each of the two locations at which the concrete was tested 

i.n the fresh state° Twen.ty=s:•x cores were taken from 1.3 of the 17 study struetureso 

A steel locator was used to insure prevention in the core of the uppermost rein= 

foreement• The pri•mary purpose for removing the cores was for mi.croseopic 
determmatloon of •.mportant character•stics at various levels within the core° Be= 

fore preparing the specimens for examination, however, the general condition, 
dens•.•ty, and absorpti•o• .,,,,ore determined for the core as a whole• 

Macroscopic obser•:.at•on of the o•erall condition of the cores disclosed no 

cracking or other unusual deteetso The densiW and absorption were determined 
for each core based upon drying at 100°C for 48 hours, followed by i.mmersion in water 

for 24 hours• The unit weights converted from the bulk speeifi.e gravity (SSD) values 
ranged tro•m. 1..41,• 1. to 1.58• 5 pounds per cubic foot° The relationship between the unit 

wei.ghts deter•m:i.ned from the hardened concrete cores and those measured for the 

fresh ,::;oncrete i.s gi.ven l•n Figure 13o The standard error of estimate from the re• 

gressi•on eq.uati•on was 2• 0 pounds per ¢ubi•e foot, and the correlation coefficient was 

0o 91o These indicate a reasonably good agreement between this gross property as 

measured from the sampling under different conditions (fresh and hardened) and 
lends confi.dence to the remaining comparisons of the properties between the fresh 
and hardened concrete° 

The d•stributi•on of absorption values for the 34 cores is given in Figure 14o 
Absorpti•on i.s not necessarily a very meaningful measure of frost resistance of con= 

crete since •t does not reflect the difference in type among the voids and is only 
vaguely related to permeability, whi.ch reflects the degree to which the •,oids are 

eonnected,• Lea and Desch (1956) indicate that the absorption of most good. concretes 
should fall below 10 percent° The •alues for the cores are well below this value, 
ranging from 1 a:l to 7• •6 percent• Thee absorption values of the coarse aggregate 
after 24 hours of gra•,ity samrati_on ranged, between 0o 10 and 0• 65 percent° An 
interesting observati•on i.s the generally lower absorption of concretes which contained 

a water•:•reducmg retarder° The lower absorption likely reflects the expected re• 

duction i.n absorW•.on accompanying reduced water=cement ratios° 

A plot of absorpti•on for the hardened concrete as a function of the reported 
water=•eement ratm i•s shown i•n F•gure 15o This relationshi.p is less clear than that 
of Figure 14 but still reasonably good when consideration is made for the uncertainty 
of the reported water•eement ratios and the effects of variaMes other than water= 
cement rat•.o on. the absorpti•Ono It is signi•fieant that cores from jobs 8 and 9 show• 
higher absorpt•.ons than would be expected from the reported water=cement ratios° 
This •i.s eons•stent •wJ•th earlier arguments which suggest that the actual water (•o co, 
i•nereased a!•sorpti.on with increased water=cement ratios) contents of these samples 
were h•gher than reported° A si.:m..•lar ease can be made for the anomalous behavior 
of samples 1•-1. and !.-2•.• Considering paris of cores from the same deck, the 
sorpti.on increases or remains the same with increased water cement ratio in M1 but 

a single case (Job 
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Figure 15, It•,,la!.ionsN, p between meast•red absorption 
• calculated water--cement ratio. 
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Air Void Contents 

The 26 four-inch cores were studied in. detail, using microscopic linear 
traverse techniques as outlined in ASTM Designation C457=60To Because the 
primary concern of this study was the distributmn of paste and air contents 
within the core, each was sectioned as shown, in iFigure i6 to obtain surfaces at 
no:minal levels of 1/4", 3/4", 1", and 3" below the deck wearing surfaces• 
These surfaces were designated as A 1, A 2, B1, B 2, C1, C 2, and D1, D2o The 
two faces at each level were mirror images separated, only by the width of a saw 
cut plus minor polishing abrasion° This method provided approxi:mately 50 :inches 
of traverse for each face, the combined area of which was approx:i:mately .25 square 
inches° For concrete containing 1" maximum size aggTegate, a minimum ot 95 
inches of traverse is req,,.•ired to obtain a valid esti.mate of the air void characteristics, 
based upon statistical consi.derationso Thus, faces A 1 and A2, B1. and B2, etco were 
combined and considered, as a single face designated A, B, C, or D, which are con• 
sidered to be respectively 1/4", 3./4", 1", and 3" below the original surface° Since 
the concrete near the surface was of special concern, an attempt was made to de• 
termine the air void. characteristics as close to the suriace as possible° Two 
methods of sectioning were used° For 8 of the 26 cores, slices were cut from the 
disc bounded, by the original surface and face A, perpendicular to these faces° These 
segments were then embedded in epoxy resin, polished, and a single Waverse run on 
each segment as close to the top as possible° Segments embedded in the resin can 
be seen in Figure 17, which accompanies a subsequent description. These were 
designated "surface" properties° 

During the course of this work, ASTIM proposed a method for deter.mining the 
properties of the near surface of cores in Which the surface is polished away and 
the measurements made on a face parallel to A2, B 2, etc. at a level at the base of 
the texturing asperities. The remaining surface measurements (1.8 of 26) were 
made in this manner° 

Before the results are discussed, a brief sum.mary of the voids occurring i.n 
hardened concrete is neeessaryo Voids in hardened concrete resuIt fro:m (1) air 
filled voids in the fresh concrete, and (2) remnants of water filled voids in the fresh 
eonereteo It is not always possible to distinguish between the two, particularly for 
large voids caused by ineo.mplete eonsolidationo The voids can usually be separated 
on the basis of their size and/or shape° It is common to designate three types of 
voids as follows: 

(a) Large voids having irregular shape and attributed to 
incomplete consolidationo These voids may have been water 
filled in the fresh concrete° 

(b) Entrained air voids having essentially a spherical shape 
and represented i.n the poll.shed surfaces as circles havi.ng a 
diameter of 1, mm or lesso 

(c) Entrapped air voids having an irregular shape and repre- 
sented in the pol.ished surfaces by spheres having a diameter 
greater than 1 mmo 



C1 

--SURFACE 

A2 

B 2 

C 2 

D1 D2 

Figure 16. Method of slicing cores and designation of surfaces. 
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(a) Vertical slices of near surface imbedded 
in mortar and epoxy. 

(b) Close-up of surface. 
(c) Close-up of surface. 

(d) Close-up of surface. (e) Close-up of surface. 

Figure 17. 
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This classification is arbitrary and the original condition of particular 
voids (ioe., water filled or air filled) may not always be c]ear• In the cores 
studied, large voids were rare• Thus, in this report voids wil]• be classified as 
"entrained" or "entrapped", the latter designation including the large voids as 
described above 

A comparison of the air contents of• the hardened concrete and those 
determined from the corresponding fresh samples is given in Figure I•o The 
air content shown for each sample of hardened concrete is the cumulative void 
total for all of the faces of a given core° Thus, it is based upon approximately 
400 inches of traverse° Twenty-two of the 26 samples are within ].o 25 percentage 
points of the air content measured in the fresh concrete. 

Published resear,•/•. [Powers 1954, Mielenz 1964) indicates that air entrain- 
ment may be considered adequate when (i) the volume of air in the mortar fraction, 
A, is about 9 percent; (2) the number of voids per linear inch of• traverse, n, is 
significantly greater than the numerical value of the percentage of. air in the concrete; 
(3) the specific surface, O( of the %•oids is greater than 500 ino 2/ino 3; and 
(4) the calculated spacing factor, L is less than about 0o 01 inch° 

The data for each of these parameters o• the cores are given in Table Vo 
Assuming that a minimum of 8o 0 percent air, a number of voids 75 percent greater 
than the numerical air content, specilic surfaces of 500, and a 

• spacing factor 
less than 0075 ino can be tolerated (these are very tolerant assumptions), it will 
be noted that only 5 of the 26 cores meet all oi the requirements° The principal 
difficulty was that the amount of air in the •resh concrete was Iowo 

In addition to the low volume of air, the other void characteristics indicate 
the presence of a relatively high proporti•on of large voids• These large voids are 
either remnants from water or what is usually called entrapped air° The dividing 
line between entrained air, which is beneficial, and entrapped air, which is not, is 
somewhat arbitrary• If only voids with diameters less than 0o 05" (Imm) are con• 
sidered effective against freezing, then nonbeneficial air ranges •'rom I0 to 50 percent of the total volume measured in the tests reported here° 

From the standpoint of durability, perhaps the most significant air void 
parameter is the distance between voids, since this relates • the di.stance which 
water must travel during freezing to relieve the hydraulic pressures generated° 
Powers (1954) proposed the spacing factor, • 

as a means of estimating the 
average spacing of bubbles° Calculation of this factor takes into account the amount 
of air, (A), indirectly the size of bubbles, G(), and the volum.e ol the paste to be 
protected° 

Powers (1954 and 1965) has suggested that the spacing factor must not exceed 
0o 01" to ensure frost resistance° Mielenz (1.964) indicates that for adequate pro• 
tection the spacing factor should not exceed 0o 0055" to 0o 0100"• the precise value 
required being dependent upon the characteristics of the concrete and its environment° 

The spacing factor cannot be measured in the Iresh concrete although a recently reported device has been used experimentally (Torrans •nd Ivey 1.969)o 
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The spat:rag ta•:l:ors de•:,ermined fro:m •ihe cores are I:)•oi:<ed :i.n •Figure 1.9 

as a t.unci.;ion of lhe air cont:en!: deter:mined on the •orresl:•ondmg fresh concreteo 

.it wii] be seen tha•: a good reiai:•(•nsh:•t.• ex:•.stso One poin.l; shows an unusually 
large spacing tact:oro Closer •n.st•e•!:ion oI the core (sample ],=•1) showed thai; 

:ii; did contain a very t,oarse void system, w••:h practica.l]• no small •;o•ds, •!i;hough 
"e oiume was present •n o•ds s:ma]].er than • 05" 72 percent of ih::• air •,• 

If con(•rete ha.v.mg a spacing fact•or below (• (•055" i.s a.cc,-epted, as unquestionably 
resi_stant, that wil5 spacing fa(,tors be•:ween 0•.• (•()55" and 

able, and •Sal:. wil;h spa•mg ia.(:.,!:ors above i• 010" as Unl:)rotected, then an aJ.r content 
•.,•n ure o[. approxi:mai;e]v.. 50 (• per, ent m !;he tresh ,:on('rete was required to s durabil.ityo 

Concretes wii,h air (?()•,:-qts bei:ween ;• • and 5o 0 percent ta.].l w:•,•hi.n the borderline 

area., and %.ose below ' ;:,er(ent are tmprotectedo These t:"mi.d data substantiate 

the :i96g rev•.s•.on of the v rginm specd•,•ations for concrete fr•r hr{dge decks to re 

quire air m the amounl: oi •::; :• •:- :• 

In add:it:ion to the a.ir void chara.cteristi,cs ot the entire vo].ume, the varmt•on 

of these character:ist:*.(:'s a!• different ].evel.s o( %.e con(,rete {•s of considerable con 

cerno It i,s wi.del.y bel{•e•.ed !•ha.!; the vo•(] system near the surface i.s damaged by 
working of the concrete during t{nishingo Supt•ort fo:r th•s •:mw is found in the results 

of the comprehensive stud•,es o{ (,ores removed from bridges during the study of deck 

performan•,e (PCA BPR i970]o This report states" 

Whiie so:me scaling was at•:ributabl.e to 
batc:h•to•bai:eh varmti.on •_.n. air con•;ent, 
most of 1he obser•ved s(?ahng and incipient 
scaling •n (•ores [rom a•r•entrained de('.ks 

were related i;o nonunffor.m air vo•d d•.s 
lrihution, •.•a.rt:•c•i.arl¥ W thin, •.r:re•iar 
zones a!: the l.mmed•.ate wearing surtace 

AttemI:,;.;s to create •hese •:h•n {rregu!.a;r zones m •;he lahora<ory or to 

change the surt.ace properties of. or i.gi.na!lx' sa.ti_.sta...•;ory (>one, fete ha'..,;:•e been unsuccess 

ful (Mali.sh, el: al 19a6.}•.; There. are 
pub!.i•hed data •;o suggest l;ihat :i.t is e.x,;remely 

di!ficuit to "work oul;" ,;he emrained air, wbi.¢•h suggests that !Se detiici.ent zones may 

result from d.i.f.!eren(•es i.n the d•..slrit•ui;•on of ai.r voi.d.s wifh.in the con,,.Te•_;e I,mi.or to 

.man•ipulat_•.on rmlher than from, .mani:i,u] 

The air con.i:ents, voids pe•r inch., spec:i.fic', surfa.ces, and. spacing factors for 

the ('::ores at various ]e•el.s are shown in F*,aure 20• It w•.]] he noted that, wi.<b, the 

except:i.on of one sampl.e (2•2] a lower si•a(,mg ta•.t:()r, md•catmg bett;er t•rotec•ion, 
was obtained a.t. the surta.•:,'e than at lower ievelso It wi]], he see• that the sl•ec•{.f•.c 
surf.a(:e rot,teased •,onsidera.hl• near !he surlace, as d(d fbe number (•t: voids i.n 

so.me •.•ase8 
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Figure 20. Variation with depth of air void para• 
measured on the hardened concrete. 
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The data in Figure 20 indicate that the important air void characteristics 
within the mass of the concretes remain reasonably constant with varying depths 
from the surface° At the near surface the volumes of air and specific surfaces 
increase and the spacing factor usually is smaller° The values in Figure 20 
are based upon the total volume of concrete° At the surface, •he volume of paste, 
which contains all of the air, is much higher than in the concrete as a whole, so 
that more air would be required to provide the same degree of protection° In 
Table VI the air void characteristics of the surfaces and mass of the cores are 
presented in terms of air in the cement paste rather than as a percentage of the 
entire concrete° Assuming that the paste content of the mortar is approximately 
50 percent, the criteria for protected concrete would be the same as those given 
earlier, except that the paste should contain 18 percent air as compared with 9 
percent biased upon the :mortar fraction° 

Several points from Table VI are of interest° At the near surface, the air- 
paste ratios are consistently low and meet the criteria in only 2 of 26 cases° The 
average void contents were reduced by about 70 percent as compared with the void 
contents within the mass of concrete° On the other hand, the remaining criteria are 
met more often in the surface concrete than in the remainder° Most authorities 
consider parameters other than void content,especially spacing factor and specific 
surface, to be most important for aassessing the degree of protection of the concrete° 
Thus, the changes in the air void system indicate that the volume of air is reduced, 
but that the air lost is in the form of the larger bubbles, which offer little protection° 
The more important void properties, specific surface, and spacing factor are im• 
proved° This finding is consistent with the statement by Mielenz (1964) 

air content in the uppermost part of a concrete slab, 
particularly within 1/2 inch of the finished surface, is 
characteristically less than that in the concrete at greater 
depth because the manipulation removes a large portion 
of the larger voids° This action may decrease the air 
void content of the top most 1/16 inch to one.•third or less 
of the air content of the concrete as a whole° Neverthe• 
less, if the concrete was ori.ginMly adequately air-entrained, 
the spacing factor is not significantly modified• On the other 
hand, the specific surface of the void system is increased 
substantially because of the elimination of the large 
voids° 

To say that the air void properties are better at the surface than at depth 
is inconsistent with the generally held belief that the air voids in the near surface 
can be detrimentalIy aifeeted by surface manipulation; however, no evidence for 
detrimental changes was foundo The findings from PCA=BPR studies suggest 
that concrete near the surface is more prone to very small areas deficient in 
air voids or high water=cement ratios° The cores were studied and some uneven distributions of air voids were noted° These were as co:mmon m the mass of eon• 
crete as in the near surface, which suggests that the unevenness is a function of 
the mixing process rather than subsequent manipulation° 
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Carbonation of Surfaces 

During the microscopic examination of the vertical slices of the near surface 
concretes, carbonation was noted in varying amounts among the 13 cores thus sec- 
tionedo Typical appearances of three cores can be seen in Figure 17o Although no 
particular significance is attached to this carbonation, except as a potential con- 
tributor to surface shrinkage (Verbeck 1958), the depths were recorded for possible 
correlations with performance or construction activity° In Table VII the approximate 
depths of carbonation are shown along with the approximate depths for which the cores 
were essentially all mortar° As seen in Table VII, the carbonation was confined to 
this mortar phase except in two cases cores 5-2 and 9-I.)• In the case of core 5-2, 
which will be discussed later, the surface was removed by a hard. rain after curing, and 
was restored with a dr• cement shake. No correlations were found between the depths 
of carbonation and record¢•d construction operation, although the carbonation seems to 
be more prevalent when re,•ords indicate a contamination of the surface during finishing 
and "smoothing up" by mortar or paste dragged over the cored area° 

Mielenz (1964) states that "intense carbonation extends inwardly from the surface 
in a superficial zone that is usually less than 1/3 inch (3 mm) thick but this zone is 
dense, continuous with the cement paste and mortar matrix at greater depth. Such 
carbonation results from slow interaction of the hardened cement paste with carbon 
dioxide of the atmosphere"° The only contrary indication from these results is that 
the intense carbonation occurred comparatively early in the life of the concrete° 

TABLE VII 

DEPTHS OF MORTAR AND CARBONATION O•BSERVED IN CORES 
SECTIONED VERTICALLY 

Core Depth of Mortar 
(from surface), 

mm 

Depth of Carbonation 
(from surface), 

mm 

Relationship of 
Carbonation to Mortar 

Depth 

1-1 
12•1 
2•1 
2•2 
5-2 

15•1 
16•2 
3-1 
4•2 
9•1 
9-2 

11•2 
13-2 

0 
2-3 

3 
3-4 
1•3 

1 
0•1 

2 
1 

0•1o5 
3•4 
1,-2 
0•1 

0 
2•3 
0•3 
5•-2 
2•6 

1 
0-1 
0-2 
0•1 
i=4 
3•4 
1•2 
0•1, 

equal 
equal or less 
half 
twice 
equal, 
equal 
equal or less 
equal or less 
twice 
equal 
equal, 
equal 



Perfor,mgn•, e 

General 

lncl.uded •n •b.e original sampling were 17 br:idges 
bridge deta•,•(•d data, were gathered during construct,,on on only one span• under 
the assu.mpl •on •ha.•: one s• would be ,sutt•"•en•Jv rei•resenta.t•,•e of r/he o•:her spans 
•n •he s•:r•.•,•.•.re• Oh, •ouslv •Se eonstru•l:ion and wea•he.r eond.•:•o:ns w(,uld not he •:he 
sa.me for a.?.•, s••;•.n• eta •i,•en si:ruemreo The number of s•;ructnres 
e• er, wou.•d •end •o m•;ga•:e spee:•al mf]•uen,::es on a gf•,en spa.n•, Tb.us •:,n a, g•t en br•dge:, •h e s• ud ed s!•an m.•ght be t•et•:er, a•or,se, or represen,:a•:•;,.:•: e of •:he remaining 
sp•so ln•:•a.•x, •he I•ertorm.anee of al! spans w•.l• he des••r•hed and •;•en •:;ons•.d.eration 
wd.• be g•,en •;(, :•.he beI•a., ••r oi, •:h.e spe•'•a.•, study spans, Tt•e t•ertc, r.manee of 
dl.,,•dual s•,udx• sl,ans u.:•!..• •.h,e• be rela.•.,ed to •:he da•:a ga•,hered dt•r•ng cons•:ru•:.•t•on of 
•:ha• par••.c,• ar 

Two o! •:.he •7 •l:ru•.:ures were .mu{:'h larger •:han i:he or:hers, contai,nmg .a and 
!.?, spans res.pe• •. e]•'• The perfor.manc, e of •hese sl:ra•c:mres would exert a dispro,• 
port•ona'•. in|}•]en,"e c,n f,h.e resultso The remammg•. :15. bridges., eompr•sing 6o spans, 
were more re!.,resen•a•.•:•e oi the "W0i•ea.i" bri.d.ge use(] ,:n V[rf4m:a and prov:ide a .more 
d•.verse sam!,l •n• o! 0erformanceo 

Per•od• ,ns!.,e•.!:•ons were made of "i:be decks at; mterva•is of approx:•.ma•:,e)y two 
years° The ••na.i obserx.a•:•ons on wh:i<q3 most e..mphasi.s f,s •i,aced inere were mac!.e 
d•.•rm• •:he x,u.mmer oi .197i• when •:he spans were seven )ears o!.d,• a!.rhou.gih not al). had 
been under tratf• lot i:hal: ;•:•eri.od. In tact,, one halt of a, tes.: span has n.o•; ye•; been 
opened ,to •ra.!f•.,. a},;ho•gb. •h.e adiaeen•; one.,halt span has 

As des(,rd'•ed •n an earlier re!•ort (Da',,,::•s.,, Nor•:)• and .",T eu, on ,!.97,1._•! •;:he se•:en. 
teen strucmr e s •: ere ,u r:.. e•.' ed ln !,970 u smg •::be p roeed •:r e s d e:,:•e• oped m •:onnec•:l.on 
w••5 •he PCA, BPR na,•:•onw:•de sur•ev ot decks (B:PR PCA i999• A d:sc'uss•on and 
l.l.l.us•:ra•:lon of dete•.'•s •.'ommc,.nlx,. eneoun•:ered m br•d•e de•,ks :s •t•,:•i!uded a• Appendix Co 
The det:•n.•:•,:,ns and me,:hods ,•.sed m •.:he surt,e• are described m Append::x Do Se:::,eral 
te('hn•q.ues •er•..• •se(i :• •:he •,,a.r•ous sur evs hu•: ,,he i(•rm.a.•'• used m :Se PCA BPR 
study •s u:,de.i-• used a.nd per.m•,t;,s a. read:ilv unders•i:andal:••e .•r<•sen,:a•;•r.(,no 

The ,:•' era3! resu;•.s are :m.rnn•tar•.zed :i.n T:-•,ble Vi,!i•, A •o.m;..•ar•.son 
l:ween !h.e d.el.e,.•.• •,•:•::,•-t on •:h.e 7• spa.ns oi •:,he :•7 br•d•ges add "hose ohser:•ed 
sl•ans on •o Br,,daes lrom •:he .PC.A BPR sarm,.•e exposed i(•r approx•ma,•,:e:@ •:he 

As se, en •n T•:•.hie VII:l,, •he two grot•ps oI spans ha•.e 

ret,resen•: •:be het:.a', •or el a •.arge por•:•,on of bridges t)•l.t u•der si:m•l,ar 
and pro('edures., Tu,,.) (::,i •:ne s•ru,•n•res oo:mi•r•smg 2,.• .•,er•'en•: o! •,•e s1.,ans ha;e been 
resarta•'ed tot reasons •:h.a•:. w•!• be st•hseqt•en•:Iv d•seussed•, 
•bese {:'on•,a•ed i.:•. •,ans•. d •st•ropo:r•3'ona•:el• •• •nfluences. the •cr,o,•ness'•' ot ':•.t.e• need 



As seen in the data in Table VIII, scaling and cracking are prevalenl; on the 
deekso The remaining defects are much less frequent° As will be seen later, the 
severity of the defects is greater than "light" in ni.ne spans for scaling and i.n 6 spans 
for transverse cracking, Surface spallmg occurs on two structures but the spalls 
are large on only one• The occurrences of the various defects on. the special, study 
spans are shown m Table IX• The performance of these spans is seen to be tlvpical 
of the total sample m that sealing and transverse cracking are the most prevalent 
defeetso Data from •he :1966 survey are presented :i.n Table X in a similar for.mato 
At the time of •he 1966 survey, :most of the spans had just begun to carry traffi.c• 

TABLE VIII 

PERFORMANCE (• BRIDGES IN RANDOM SURVEY SAMPLE 
AND 

BRIDGE FINISHING SAMPLE 

Defeet 

Covered 
Uncovered 

No Sealing 
Sealing 
No Cracking 
Cracking 

Transverse 
Longitud real 
Diagonal 
Pattern 

Random 

No Rusti,ng 
Rusting 
:No Surface Spalling 
Surface Spalling 
No Joint Spalling 
Joint •alling 
No Popouts 
Popouts 

Occurrence of Defect by Spans 

PCA-BPR Sample 
1961. 1.970, 

% of Spans Affected 

17 
83 

5 
95 

25 
75 
59 
1,5 

4 
23 

0 
51 

1,00 
0 

90 

97 
,3 

82 
18 

Fi.nishmg Study Sample 
1.963 1.970, 

':5 of' Spans Affected 

23 
77 

0 
90 
63 
30 

3a 
0 

55 

1()0 
0 

91 
9 

71 
29 

Nu.mber of Structures 
Af:feeted in Finishing 

Study Sample 

2 
1,5 

3 
1,2 

14 
12 

7 
3 

0 
1,3 

J 5 
0 

113 
2 

J4 
1 
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DISTRI BUTIOIN O F DE lee CTS ON STUDY S,PANS I,N 11,97 

Sca!mg Cracking 
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O 

O 

O 

O 

O 

O 

O 

O 

O 

O 

O 

O 

O 

O 

O 

O 

O 

O 

O 

f 

O 

So.me heavy sealing on span 

Some mediu.m sealing on span 

÷Predominantlv abrasion 

Light 
Med u.m 

Small 

Few 



TABLE X 

DISTRIBUTION OF DEFECTS ON STUDY SPANS IN 1966 

Bridge 

i0 

ii 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

1.7 

Scaling 

5L 

5L 

10L 

20L 

10L 

20L 

Cover ed 

O 

Trans• 

L 

L 

L 

Cracking 
Long Pattern 

L 

L 

L 

L 

Random 

L 

L 

Surface 
Spall 

Popouts 

The occurrences and severiW of the various defects on all of the 60 spans as 
observed in the 1970 survey are shown in Tables XI XIIIo The specific defects will 
subsequently be discussed in detail, but from the data in the tabl.es it can be seen. that, 
with only a few exceptions, when a defect occurs on one span of a structure it usually 
occurs to about the same extent; on all spans of the structure. Surface spalling, for 
example, occurs on only two bridges, but it occurs on a].] spans of' bridge .4. 

The defects will now be considered individually and the interrelationship among 
the performance, materials, and construction discussed° 
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TABLE XI 

DISTR1BUTIOIN OF SCALING AIND SPALLING ON ALL SPANS 
OF THE STUDY BRIDGES 1970 
(Study spans are indieated by boxeso) 

Br i,d g e 

10 

12 

1,3 

14 

1,5 

1¸6 

17 

40 

5 

2O 

5O 

,25 

Covered 

70 
(2) 

15 

Covered 

2O 

,1.5 

20 

30 

2O 

40 

10 

0 

1,5 • 

(2,) 20 

30 

35 

15 

20 

Span 

95 

s o 
(I) 

o 

15v* 

30 

2O 

60 
(l) 

40 

50 
(:1) 

30 

• Predo.mmantly abrasion rather than sealing 
(1) Some mediu.m scaling 
(2) Some hea•y scaling 

l,S 
0 L 

1,L 

5S 
4L 

1S 
1L 

Surface Spalling 
5S 6S 
5L 2L 

0 0 

J o i n t Sp al 1 in g 

1S 2S 
IL 



TABLE XII 

DISTRIBUTION OF TRANSVERSE (T) AND LONGITUDINAL (L) CRACKLING 
ON ALL SPANS 1970 

(Study spans are indicated by boxes°) 

Bridge 

i0 

ii 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

1 
T L 

L L 

L O 

O O 

L L 

O O 

Covered 

O O 

O O 

Cover ed 

L O 

O L 

O O 

2 
T L 

L M 

L O 

L O 

L O 

O O 

L O 

L O 

L L 

Span 
3 

T L 

M O 

L L 

L L 

L O 

L O 

O O 

L O 

O L 

L O 

O L 

O O 

,4 
T L 

L 0 

L 0 

L L 

0 0 

0 0 

L 0 

5 
T L 

M L 

O O 

6 
T L 

ML 

7 
T L 

8 
T L 

M O 

L Light 

M Mediu:m 
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TA BL E XIIl 

DISTRIBUTIO,N OF RANDOM (R) AND PATTERIN (P) CRACKING 
IN ALL SPANS 1970 

(S!udy spans are indicated by boxes.) 

Bridge 

1110 

1,2 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
R P R P R P R P R P R P R P R P 

L 0 L 0 

L 0 

0 0 

L L 

L 0 

Covered 

•L L 

O L 

L O L O 

O O 

0 0 0 0 

L 0 L 0 

0 L 

0 L 

L 0 

0 L 

L L 

0 L 

0 0 

L 0 

0 L 0 0 

13 

14 Covered 

,1,5 L O 

116 O O 

17 L O 

L Light 
M ,Med.m ,m 

O O 

H ,Heavy 

L O 

L L 

L O 

L O 

O O 

L O L O 

O L O M 



Resu.rfacinff• 

Two of the study structures have been resurfaced. The reason for both of 
these overlays was failure to obtain sufficient cover over the uppermost re:inforce 
ment. In one case (bridge #14), the overlay was placed prior to opening to traffi.c. 
In the other case (bridge #9), the spans had carried tralfic for four years, at which 
time extensive repairs to the concrete were made and the decks overl, aid• In both. 

cases, the decks were screeded with a full length, mechanical oscillating screed• In 
fact, the photograph in Figure A-2 shows the screeding of the span of br:idge 1.4,'in 
which the steel, was subsequently f'ound to have no cover° (See Figure .21.•) Subsequent: 
studies reported that the steel elevati.ons were m error and that the deck thickness was 

shy by 2". Resurfaci,n.g prO.or to traffic was requ:•red• It seems incredible that the lack 
of cover was not noticed d•r:ing the intensive observations and testing of research, field 
and contractor personnel o•:•_ bridge #1,4; however, it was not° .Of course, if steel ele 
rations were actually in. error, the type of screed would not have mattered. The 
similarity of behavior of three of the four bridges screeded •wi.th the full length screed 
suggests at least some association exists• 

As a result of similar experiences on other jobs, i,t :is now required practice to move 
the screed completely over the deck just prior to pl, acement, at which tl.me the distance 
to the upper steel is checked° Probes of depth are now also made. In spite of these 
precautions, situations have been encountered in which the upper steel, does not have the 
intended cover° An extensive research project at the Council .has been directed toward 
solving this problemo* 

Figure 21. Reinforcement without eover, prior to traf,fi•:• on. br:idge #14. 

:•The portion of this report which discusses the problems related to •:he use of longitudinal, 
screeding equipment was prepared by Mo H• H:ilton, h,•.ghway research, eng:i•neer. A more 
detailed discussion will be iound in Hilton's report, June 1971,o 



$creeding equipment which travels transversely is most often used on simple 
spans of I00 or less, though it has been used on spans of greater length° The trans- 
verse screed rails supporting the machine are normally set to the finished grade at 
each end of the span. The finished elevation of intermediate points on the deck are 
set on the longitudinal strike off edge of the screeding machine° Assuming structural 
stability of the machine, these elevations remain fixed and are independent of the 
girder• deflections occurring during concrete placement° Consequently, the thickness 
of the concrete deck is dependent upon two major factors that should be recognized 
during construction. These are." 

io The differential temperatures existing between the top 
and bottom flanges of the girders during concrete placement 
as-opposed to those that may have existed when the forming 
elevations were established° 

The transverse position of t:he concrete dead loading at the 
time a final screeding pass is made over a given point on the 
span° 

The possible influence of the first factor is illustrated in Figure 22. If no 
temperature differential exists between the upper and lower flanges of a simply 
supported bridge girder, it would be in a thermally neutral position (Figure 22a)o 
Due to solar radiation, differential temperatures will generate expansive forces in 
the upper flange, which are resisted by opposing forces in the lower flange. The 
resulting effect is an upward deflection of the girder (Figure 22b). If the deck forms 
were established to grades complying with the neutral position of the girder, but the 
concrete deck screeded to grade •under differential thermal conditions, the thickness of 
the deck would be decreased by an amount • (Figure 22b). 

BRIDGE G•RDER A 
A: NEUTRAL POSITION 

F •'/////• •' • 
B" TOP FLANGE HOT 

C: TOP FLANGE HOT, DECKING 

Figure 22° Effects of differential temperatures on a deck screeded 
with a longitudinal screedo 
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The influence of the second factor is illustrated in Figure 23° Conventional 
design procedures for calculating dead load deflections normally assume that each 
girder is free to deflect independently of other girders in a bridge span. Under 
partial transverse loading conditions such as the example shown, however, the 
conventional calculation method yields a midspan transverse deflection pattern 
markedly different from the actual field deflection pattern° Thus, if the concrete 

were struck off to grade over the first girder, the midspan deck thickness at this 
point would be decreased by the difference between the two deflection curves. In 
addition, the finished grade at this point would be low by an identical amount when 
all the deck concrete has been placed. 

-0.4 

-0.6 

-0.8 

1st FIELD- 

CONV. CALC. 

6 ¸5 4 3 [illll,, ,,,llllillli 
GIRDER NUMBER 

Figure Comparison of conventionally calculated deflections 
with that measured in the field° 

Neither of the two factors discussed above can be exactly compensated for 
during construction, but their effects can be minimized by observing the following 
practices° First, forming elevations should be established when the thermal con- 
ditions on the girders will approximate those anticipated at the time of .concrete 
placement; and/or the deck forms should be adjusted vertically at a time when the 
thermal condition of the girders will approximate the condition expected toprevail 
at the time of concrete placement. The latter precaution is most important since 
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the i.n•place forming will shield the lower portion of the girders from solar radiation. 
Differenti.a]. thermal effects can be virtually negated, ol course, by very ear1•, or 

very late concreting operations. Secondly, the final st, rike off pass of. the screeding 
machine over any given area should, lag behind concrete placement b} at leas• three 
girder spaces preferably more. For exeeptiona].]y wide roadway widths (more 
than the equival.ent of three 12 foot tra.ffie lanes) the bridge designer should be 
consulted° 

The mechanism responsible for defJ.eient thickness can also be used to explain 
deficient cover over upper remforcemento .It is signifi•cant thai; the •o structures 
resurfaced (bridges 9 and 14) and the one affected by spalimg (bridge 4),which also 
contains defi.cient cover, were all screeded with the t•e equipmem; illustrated in 
Figures A=2 and 22• Def.ieii•ent cover or spal],ing were not obser•,ed on bridges screeded 
with other types of equip.n•en•,o 

In the case of br:idge #9, the lack of cover, and al,so accompanying shy thickness, 
was not so general or of su, fhc:ient magnitude to affect the structural adequacy of the 
deck° The structure was accepted with a penal•" based, upon the defi,c:i, ent thickness 
and carried traffic for four years prior to resurfaeing. During the inspection of 1.965 
when the bridge had. been carry•.i.ng traffic for approxi.mately one year, rust siains, 
reflecting the corrosion of the upper steel, were noted, at scattered, locations, partic- 
ularly in the northbound lane. There were no evidences of this ru.sting in the test span° 
With respect to cover, the test span appeared to be much better than the other spans° 

]n addition to the lack of cover, numerous repairs were required adjacent to 
the joints as a resul.t of. a joint design detail which was subsequently corrected° It 

was actually the corrective action necessary at the joints., coup].ed with the defici.ent 

cover, which led. to the major repair and resurfaemgo No surface spallmg was observed 
because the steel was at the surface rather than at a depth suf•.l,•.ien.t to promote such 
spalli.ng• 

A view of, the repair pr•i,or to overlaying i,n span 10 of the northbound lane i,s shown 
in Figure 24. As noted earlier i,n discussing the variati,ons in the composittons of the 
mixtures, l;here i,s ev:idene, e fro:m the measured y:ields that thi, s e, oncrete eontamed more 

water than was e, all,ed for, and that the deviations fro:m the intended quantities of, aggre• 
gates and other components were signif:icanto If t,he eoncre•;e m the study span, was 

representative of the oonerete m the remaining spans, the d, eviat,i,ons el,ted could have 
accelerated development of the vari,ous proble.ms. 



Figure 24. View of repaired areas in span i0 o• NBL 
adjacent to the study span of bridge 

ScalinI• 

Only three of the study spans (2, 16, and 17) are free of scaling and these 
occur on the only three bridges which are completely free of scaling. The prevalence 
of scaling is largely a result of the-generally deficient air void systems discussed 
earlier. The impor•aant role that properly entrained air plays •.n the prevention of 
scaling is emphasized by the fact that the three scale-free bridges were the few that, 
on the basis of the air void system in the hardened concretes, had definitely acceptable 
spacing factors and other void parameters. The fiye lowest spacing factors were in 
order 2-1, 11-1, 2-2, 16•1, and 16•2o No cores were taken from bridge #17 but the 
measured air contents were 4• 8 and 4.9 percent, respectively° Bridge #11 is ex- 
tensively scaled, with some being of moderate variety°. As noted in Table V, the 
air void system of sample 11-2 is not satisfactory. There is also evidence from the 
compositional variations discussed earlier that the water-cement ratio was high° This 
scaling, despite the presence of modest air entrainment, is further understandable be• 
cause the curing on this span was severely delayed. The two samples shown earlier in 
Figure i0, for which the delay between texturing and curing exceeded five hours, were 
from this span° Despite the use of curing compound on this job, curing was delayed 
until the concrete was sufficiently hard to walk on apparently under a misunderstanding 
of the fundamental purposes of curingo Actually, despite these abuses there is very 
little scaling in the immediate area of sample 11-I. No core was removed from bridge 
#6, but the measured air contents were comparatively low at 4o i and. 4o 3 percent° It 
is interesting to note that bridge #6 received, a silicone treatment° At the time of 
construction silicone treatments were being widely promoted 10r prevention ol scaling° 
Their promise was notrealized (NCHRP 1970) and certainly they were not e•lective on 
this structure° The most generally or severely scaled structures, in addition to 
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bridges #6 and #11, were bridges #1 and •3, both of which had the highest spacing 
factors measured, Subsequent i:o completion of thi.s project, the use of linseed oil 
treatments for protection of bridge decks became general, practice. Some of the 
spans have received such treatmenl;s.• Those so treated are indicated in the figures 
of Appendix Bo No significani; influence of these treatments on •he incidence of 
scaling :i•s seen i.n Table XIo The benefits of linseed oil have, however, been 
shown in previous research (New]on 1970)• 

On. the basis of the observation to date, good. air void characteristics of the 
total concrete are well correlated with the absence of scal.mgo Subsequent deteri.ora• 
tion of the ai.r void. system by mani.pulation of the sur[aee was not a factor in this 
project. 

,T r an__•s_v e r___s•a,l,__•_r_.a£ k i.,njg 

Transverse cracking of ".medi.um '' severity exists on stu.dy -spans of bridges #6 
and #70 Additi.onally, t.ransverse cracking of the "medium" severity level was found 
on bridge #1, along wi.th ".medium" longitudinal cracking on the study span of this 
bridge° Cracka'ng on other structures, while frequent, :is all classified as "light •, 
As shown in Table I all three of the affected structures are on heavily traveled roads 
(VPD;-• 25,000), Traffi.c is not: believed to be the causative factor, however, because 
other bridges (#12, #15, #i,6, #13} with equ.ivalent traffic counts do not show such. severe 
cracking° Reterence to Table I will also show •hat the affected bridges are of different 
structural, t•ypes, and that; others of similar Wpes are not affected• 

Bridges #1,, #6, and #7 are all in the sa.me geographical area and were built 
with concrete from the same materials and from the same plant° Excessive cracking 
was noted prior to opening to traffic of concrete pavements being constructed con• 
eu.rren•ly with the, bridges studied and using aggregates from the sa.me source. A 
study of this cracking previously reported (Newlon 1,965) indicated thermal or "morning" 
cracking, and the results from a l•imited research study wh•.eh the situation precip•, 
itated (Brown 1965} suggested that the clay content o•i the sand may have aggravated 
the cracking tendency. Contribut;ions to the shrinkage of concrete by sands with sand. 
equivalent values comparable to •hose found in the special studi, es ha•e been reported. 
(Hvee.m and Tremper 1.957). Addii;i.onal• washing of the sand reduced craeki.ng i.n the 
pavements constructed subsequent to the placement of the decks on. bridges #1, #6, 
and. #7. The presence of .medium erack:i.ng only on the three bridges made with a 
sand which had characteristics shown by other studies to influence cracking, strongly 
suggests a connection between the sand and the cracking, 

Longitudinal cracking :is slightly more preval.ent on the study bridges than was 
found in the BPR•PCA survey, but all. such cracking i.s light, except that on bridge #1o 
Actually most of the cracking designated as longitudinal might easily be designated as 
random but the l,ongimdinal, trend most closely' describes the appearance° :No struc• 
rural type of construction feature :is corn.mort to the structures showing 1,ongitudmal 
cracking. 



Surface Spall__ s 

Surface spalls or "•racture planes" are currently of considerable nationwide 
concern° As noted in Table VIII spalling is not extensive m either of the groups of 
bridges surveyed in detail• There are currently under repair m Virginia several 
examples of this serious deficiency, however, so its occurrences on bridge #4 warrant 
discussion, 

It is obviously significant that: spalling occurs on only one bridge, but it occurs 
on every span. of that bridge. There is nothing unique about the structural aspects of 
this bridge, and its traffic count is very low (-• 1,600 VPD),, It thus appears that some 
materials or construction detail, i,s responsible for the spalling. About one•ohalf to two- 
thirds of the spalling on, bridge #4 is associated with bent-up short bars near the joints° 
These are oriented longitucJiJnally, have little or no cover, and reflect an apparent 
error in locations° The remaining spalls are in areas of the spans away from the 
joints. In these cases the cover is greater but in general appears to be of the order 
of i". Examples of these cases are shown in Appendix Figure C-5o 

There is no spalling on the test slab of bridge #5, but there is serious spalling 
on the parallel structure, which was a part of the same contract° Because the test spans 
on bridges #4 and #5 were constructed on the same day with material from the same 
plant it is difficult to separate the discussion of the two structures even though two 
different screeding methods were usedo 

For each job, a brief summary report •was prepared immediately after construction° 
It is best to let the reports for br,•dges #4 and #5 speak for themselves. 

General Comments Concerning Jobs No, 4 and 5 

"The general conduct of concreting on both of the above 
jobs was extremely poor as e•,idenced by the fact that it took 
almost 12 hours to complete the 84 foot span, on job No,• 5. 
The following general observations apply to both. ,jobs and are 
intended to supplement the detailed informat:ion given for each 
job. 

As a result of an earlier record sample which had shown 
a slump greater than 5 inches, there was a considerable effort 
to exercise very close concrete control on these jobs° This 
was evidenced by the fact that on Job Noo 5 the inspector ran 
more than 40 slump tests and 35 Chac;e air tests° A proportionate 
number of tests were made on Job No, 4. 

The reason for the above record, failure was said to be that 
water was added, to the last portion of a. truck between the inspector's 
tests and, the taking of the record sa,mples• In order to remedy this 
condition it was decreed that all, water would be added at the plant 
and that none would be added, on the 



2 • • 0 There was apparently a co.ns:l.derable slump loss in some 

eases and the concrete on lob ,No,• 4 was relatively stiff° The 
slump on job Noo 5 was generally higher but the concrete 
stiffened rather soon after placmg• 

It appeared that a considerable a.mount of the trouble on 
these jobs was caused by an inaccurate moisture determi.nation 
at the plant. The onl,y d,i, fferenee :in. the concrete used on the two 
jobs was that the sand. on •.lob iNoo 4 was a natural one, whereas 
that on .iob Noo 5 was .manufactured° Generally speaking, the 
concrete on job iNoo 4 was too stiff and the concrete on job No, 5 
was about as wet; as would be desirableo 

The l:•ri.mary controlling feature on the above jobs was the 
inability of the ready•.mix producer, who was supplying both jobs 
simultaneously, to supply concrete at a constant rate° Delays 
ranging from 15 .minutes to almost 1 hour were encountered on 
job Noo 5 and. lesser delays on job No• 4, 

Memorandum Report Job Noo 4 

(1) General. eoncreti.ng operation° Concreting began with the 
placing of a .median beginning at 8:00 a• rmo and lasting until, approxi- 
mately 8:30• Concreting of the deck began i.n the northwest corner 
at 9:40 ao mo Concreting of the deck proceeded from the northern 
side to the south, side and was completed at approximately 12:30o 
The order of operations was as f01,1ows: 

(d) 
(e) 

Placement by crane and. bucket 
Intern al vibr ation 
Several passes with a longitudinal oscillating sereed 
Belting l, ongitudinall,y with a 5 inch canvas belt 
Curing eo.mpound (hand sprayed) 

The above p:rocedures pertained to the enti,re deck with the 
exception of approxi.mately 1 foot around the periphery, which was 
hand floated° It is to be noted that there was no broo.ming on this 
deck. 

(2) Atmospher:ie Condi.t•onso The early portion of the morning 
was slightly overcast changing to high sky with moderate winds of 
about 8 miles per hour° The atmospheric conditions contr:i•buted 
slightly to drymg. 

(3) Concrete Supplied bv Local, Ready-Mix Plant° All 
mater:i, al,s, mcl, udmg water, were added at the plant° The concrete 
was mixed for 70 revol.uti,ons at the plant and haul, ed at agitating speed 
to the jobo For the reasons g•ven in general comments relating to 
Jobs 4 and. 5, the concrete was rather sti,ff during the initi.al part of 



the pour° The mix design was based upon a 7% sand moisture. 2 • 
With the truck f, ollowing .that which delivered sample 4-2, the 
mix was adjusted on the basis of a 4% sand moisture and the 
amount of air entraining agent was increased from 2 ounces 

per yard to 2½ ounces per yard• With these corrections i,n the 
mix it became more workable and the slump changed from about 
2 inches to about 3½ inches, Both of our samples came from the 
first type of concrete. At 1,0:30 it was discovered that the median 
which had been poured, between 8:00 and 9:30 was ], inch low at the 
center of the span and tapered to the proper elevation at both ends 
as a result of an excessive defl.ection of, the beam. Even though 
the concrete had set sui,fi, cientl3• to support a .man's weight it was 
decided to rali•se the form. and top the concrete with additional 
concrete° Th,i• additional concrete was relatively stiff and the 
ultimate durabiiit} of t•.s portion o.f the bridge is seriously 
questioned. The existing surf'ace of the median, which had been 
hand floated and edged, was wetted, and concrete was placed on it 
at 11:20 and attempts were .made to re--vibrate the two concretes 
together. During the general, concreting operation the inspectors 
made a considerable number of slump tests and pressure air tests 
at least one from each loado 

(4) Finishing° The finishing operation, which consisted of 
the longitudinal screed followed by a 5 inch canvas belt, was hampered 
in the initial stages by the relatively stiff concrete•, The passes of the 
screed did not give a uniform closed surface and, the absence of a float 
hampered the attainment of such a surface. The belt did contribute 
to giving a reasonable surface• The efficiency of the finishing oper- 
ation was considerably improved when, the concrete mix was changed 
as noted above. When the concrete appeared too stiff to give a desirable 
finish some sprinkling was done with a whitewash brush° Brooming was 
not employed on this project and, the final finish was a result of the 
canvas belting, 

(5) Curing, 
soon after belting,• 

Cur:in, g co.mpound was applied, wiih a hand, spray 

Summary° 
handicapped by: 

In, general,, the f_inishing operation, was severely 

I,• An inadequate supply of' concrete, and 
2• a relatively stiff concrete, 

Memorandum Report Job Noo 5 

(1) GenerM Coneretl.ng Operation° Placement began at the 
east end of the slab at approx•matel•' 8:00 and. proceeded, westward° 
Due to the dela•vs and o•her circumstances which have been di.scussed 



in the general comments, i;he concreting operations were 
broken int, o approxim.ately 3 • parLo The first consisted of 
placement in the eastern th, ird of the slab, the second in 
the central porti,on of the sl,ab and the t;hi.,rd m the western 
25 feet of the slab,, Concreting on the first section was 
completed at approximal 1% 10.00, Concreting in the 
second sect.ion proceeded from about 11.30 to 2:300 Con- 
ereting in the third section proceeded from about 4:30 until 
6"00. The order of operati,ons was as follows. 

(a) iPl,ace.ment wilh, a crane and, bucket 
(b) Spreading ,and internal vibration 
(co Several passes with a transverse oscillating 

•,ereed 
(d) Smoothing with a "bull" float 
(e) Draggi,ng with, a wet burlap drag 
(f) Broo.ming 
(g) Curing with curing compound 

(2) •Atmospheric condiI:i,ons.• High overcast sky with strong 
breezes across the span area at ,•:00 wi, th the sun breaking through 
the clouds at 10:00 fol, lowed by i,nereasi,ng clearing. A severe 
thunderstorm with considerable wind and ram occurred at 4:00 be• 
tween concreting m areas 2 and 3o This stor:m was followed by 
clearing and conditions very sm•i, lar to those which pertained prior 
to the storm•, 

(3) Concrete• The concrete was suppli, ed by the local ready= 
mix company (sa.me as Job #4.•,, As noted previously there was a 
considerable proble:m m :malnlaining a stead.v flow of concrete and in 
securing a eonsi.stent workabi]it, y• In ihe beginnin, g no water was 
added at the job, Throughout the dav •5e concrete had a relatively 
high slu:mp, but stiffened rather early so so,me water was added on 
the job• Concrete was pl,aced irom 6 •rueks during the period from 
8-00 aom•0 to 9.5.20 Trucks 7, 8 and 9 were rejected with excessive 
slumps of 5 inches, 7 inches, and 7 inches respee.tivelyo The 
relatively long gap which existed between trucks plus these rejections 
resulted in no concrete arr•,v•ng on the job between 9.52 and about 
11.30o The result •was a cold ,joint between areas 1 and 2• Area Noo 
1, the eastern, third, was finl.shed and cured before any .more concrete 
arri,vedo Concreting was resu.med about: noon and. proceeded in area 2 
until it reached an area approxi.matel,v 25 feet fro.m the western end 
of the slabo Sample 5 l was laken in lhis area° At about 2:30 there 
was another considerable delay in trucks and no concrete arrived on 
the job from about 2.45 until approxi.mat;ely 3"45.• During this period 
section 2 was fini, shed and cured,• A1 3"50 there was a severe thunder- 
storm and the surface ot area 2 was rather severely washed, away° 



Because of the storm no concrete was_placed •rom 3"55 until 
4:30• At 4:30 concreting was resumedon the end 25 feet. 
Some concrete in. this area which had been in place prior to 
the rain b•t had not been f•nished was severely washed by 
the rain and resulted in excessive coarse aggregate at the 
topo This concrete was turned, over with shovels such as 
to give a mortar like appearance and the remaining con• 
crete was placed in this area from 4:30 until about 5:45 or 6:00° 
Sample 5•2 came from this area° 

(4) As on job Noo 4 the finishing operation was severely 
handicapped by a lack of concrete• Because the transverse 
finisher operated, off of screed poles which were set in the slab, 
a problem arose when the delay between areas 1 and 2 occurred° 
The cold joint was formed at the middle of a screed pipe and 
thus by the time the concrete was placed in the second area the 
screed rail had set up in the concrete placed in the first area• 
It was necessary to dig this concrete out with a pick° The 
concrete was sufficiently hard to require a considerable digging 
effort and a rather large trough appro×iimately 3 inches deep by 
one foot wide by 15 to 20 feet long was dug out and replaced with 
a cement-sand mortar which was worked ,into the trough by hand° 
Because of the delays which have been discussed, this situation 
resulted to a lesser degree in several places and there are on this 
bridge deck a number of cases i.n which it was necessary to patch 
the area from which the screed pipes were removed. Because 
the work bridge was attached to the mechanical screed it was not 
feasible to utilize this work bridge when it was necessary to work 
the cold joint because the screed was some 30 to 40 feet in front 
of the place where the bridge was needed° 

(5) Curing° The curing compound, was spread with a long 
sprayer and e•remely good coverage was obtained° 

Summary. The same general comments given on job Noo 4 
are applicable to this job also and in general the concreting opera- 
tion was extremely poor° 

If spalling or any other defect had developed on the study span of bridge #5, it 
would have been explainable by one of the many problems that beset its construction. 
The significant features of bridge #4 were what was termed "excessive deflection" 
(io eo, greater than expected) along with the comparatively stiff concrete. Assuming 
that the reinlorcing steel was originally at the proper level, the movelment of this 
steel accompanying the significant deflection would be resisted by the relatively stiff 
concrete so that a weakened plane at the level o• the reinforcement might result° This 
can be visualized in Figure 25• It was apparent that the stiff concrete surface was 
difficult to close as seen in Figure 26• While the lactors influencing the spalling are 
uncertain, deficient cover is the cause and the observations are consistent with the 
mechanism described earlier based upon research conducted at the Research Council 
by Hilton (197 I) 
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Figure 25. Concreting in progress on bridge #4 using longitudinal 
screed. The deflection conditions shown earlier in 
Figure 23 are readily visualized. 

Figure 26. Evidence of stiff concrete on bridge #4. 
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Random and Pattern Crackmg• 
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Rando.m and pattern cracking are likewise pre•alent but l.i•ght• .Most of the 
rando•m cracking appears to be related m plastic shrinkage, Pattern cracking is 
usually ascribed to improper eurmg, With the exeepti.on of br:i.dge #4, notes :made 
during construction indicate that; on each of. the spans where pattern cracking is 
prevalent curing was either late or the coverage was poor° |ll the case of bridge 
#4, the curing was applied fairly early and the coverage was adequate, but as 
noted, previously the dry.i.ng eond.itions were severe and the concrete very st•ff• 
iMmor plastic cracking was noted on the day folio.wing construc.ti.on• The problems 
surrounding bridges #4 and #5 have already been discussed i.n so.me detail.,• 

Although the sam•.:•!e •.s l.imited, there is an :md:ication that ihe occurrence of 
pattern cr acM•ng may b(:: .,-,,."• sociated with the .mot e heavi.l.y c..arbonated sa.mpl.e s listed. 
in Table VII. 

Figure 27 shows a view of span 2 of bri,d•ge #5 f'ol.low•ing the ramstorm, Fi, gu.re 
28 shows a view taken in 1971, frolm approxilmately the same location° Actually the 
performance of the span. unde.r comparatively heavy traffic has been better than would 
be expected° As noted in the description of the project, sample 5<3 came fro.m an 
area in the foreground of Figure •27o A closed-up of avert, ica/ secti.on through tihe surface 
is shown in Figure .29° The interlmingling of the curing colmpound with the reworked 
surtace i,s obvi,ous• Also obvious is the network of fine cracks which obviously wil.1 
manifest at the surface as pattern cracking• The |ierminat•.on of the cracks at the i.nter 
section .with the curing compound below the surface is stri,kingo 

No single cause for pattern or random cracking has been established, but earl.y 
and complete curing appears to be an important preventive .measure No evidences 
of unstable aggregates were found •.n these studies,. 

F:igure 27. View o:f study span of bridge #5 iM•l.o.wmg the rai.nstor.m 1963, 



Figure 28. View of same area as Figure 27 1971. 

Figure 29. View of near surface of hardened concrete from 
sample 5-2. Note fine cracking terminating at 
curing compound,which is intermixed with concrete. 
Large void at the top of the picture is in the epoxy 
mounting. 
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Popouts occur on only four structures and are most significant on bridges 
#12 and #13, in which the coarse aggregate was a chert gravel, a good portion of 
which was of very low specific gravity° This material and its behavior have been 
thoroughly discussed in an earlier report (Newlon, Ozol, McGhee 1965)o 

The altered chert contents o• the cores from these two bridges were de- 
termined microscopically. The results expressed as volume percentages were as 
follows: 

Sample 12-I 14.7% 
Sample 12-2 18.2% 
Sample 13-1 220 2% 
Sample 13-2 15.5% 

All of these cores contain sufficient chert to cause popouts. Two incidental 
observations relating to the formation of popouts on the structures are significant. 
On bridge #12 a portion of each span has not yet been opened to traffic due to failure 
to complete the connecting roadway. Although the traffic has removed most of the 
popped off mortar cones, the untrafficked areas have essentially the same •requencies 
of popouts or incipient popouts. 

The chert contents of the cores from bridge #13 were about as high as are usually 
found in the aggregates used in the work. Actually there are many fewer popouts on 
this bridge deck than are usually associated with chert contents of the magnitude shown 
above. On the same lane as this bridge and approximately i00 yards further on is 
another structure car,rying exactly the same traffic and built under the same contract. 
The surfaces of this structure contain thousands of popouts, some very large, whereas 
the four spans of bridge #13 have relatively few. Since it is unlikely that the chert 
contents of the structures are significantly different, it appears that the difference 
lies in the fact that the slabs on bridge #13 were constructed during midsummer while 
those on the other structure were placed in the middle o• November and December 
when freezing occurred early in the life o• the concrete at a time when it was highly 
saturated. It was noted during placement of bridge #13 that the coarse aggregate 
was being batched in a very dry condition. Undoubtedly, the degree of saturation of 
the aggregates and the concrete in bridge #13 was much lower than that of the concrete 
used on the other structure. There is some evidence from other Council studies that 
such drying is beneficial to the performance of cherts and other such aggregates during 
freezing and thawing (Newlon, Ozol, McGhee 1965). 
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The results of this study iurn,,sh some quan•.t;at•.ve date m an area where 
considerable speculat•l.on has ex•.s•ed.• Wh•le ihe results are ut•.doubtedly influenced 
by local cond.il;ions, tlhe author i.s of the opmlion !hat. s•.m.il.ar smdms m other 
graphical, areas woul.d yi.eld equ•va.ien• resul•:s, 

The results are, i.n gene•:'a.l, wii;h and substantiate the findings of 
other studies m which valid l;esis of !b.e tresh •,on(;ee!;e were usua!lv not available° 
The pri.ncipal, conelu s •ons a.•- r e•" 

When viewed against,: !;h,.., i•t:'fe•,,:•on des•r'ed by the engineer, the 
perfor:m•.c,..,.• •hese de•'ks has been d•sappomting or borderlme. 
Whe n ewed • •:,•: •• s • •he •,,•r fo r m an c e l•h at wou ld b e e xp e c ted fr o:m 
concrete w•Tit;.,[• • •.:, •:.•r•..•:•'•es obsec•.•ed, the perfor:mance has been 

The perfor.man•.:e of ,•e i7 s.Lrucl;ures m ibis si/,udy closely parallels 
•he performance o[ a la.rge sample (.•[ bridges included as part 
nati.onw•d e stu dv o f hr .•.d g e d e k pe e fo r m an c e, 

30 The pri.mary cause oi •a.r•.able or border.line performance of concrete 
m brid•e decks i.s va.r•able or border!me fresh concrete° .Many of 
the d.eI:i•cien.ci.es have been o,./erco.•e bv •:hanges .i.n specifi.cations ..and 
procedures msi;i, tut•ed s•.nce •i!,,e <'onstrucl;i.on o[ i•he bridges i.nel.uded :in 
this study° 

Even with the use of elaborate mechan.ical equi,p.ment, dfl.i.gent attention 
must be given •;o t,he de!ails o| accepted praci:.ices of good. concreting 
such as m.ai,ntenance ot low wa!er,-•..e.menl: rati,os, adequate air contents, 
and. pro:mpt and l;,horough ctirlii•g, 

5. The agreement of. properties st•ch as unit wei.ght and. air content; :meas= 
ured .in both i;h.e freshiy .m•xed a..•xi hardened (:oncrete i.s acceptable for 
engineering purposes, 

6• ,No influence of the screeding method on the properties of the concrete in 
place was found° Howe,:er, sev•erat indi•rect re!.at:i,onshlps .may exist. 
These include- 

(a) The average sl.ump oi. ,-.'oncrete pimped on jobs using 
.mechani,:•al screedmg equ.ip.ment, was 2• • while t;hat 
for lobs ut;•l.iz•ng )}and .met;hods was .3• 7o To the 
ex:t:ent• !Sa,l; slu.mt• •'ef!ec•s wa•:er content:, the use of 
.m.eehan.i.•:al sereeds sho•.,ld :•'es•!•! in a. bet!er quality 
concr ere,, 

Ot. the tour bridges seree(led w•t.h the longimd:i.nal screed, 
•hree have shown r'elai.:lVe!•\, ser•.ous deti.c:iencies. Two have 
been r esuFi.a{,ed pr•.mar•iv t)e,•.,ause of de{i.cfeni; cov, er over the 
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uppermost reinforcement° The third span has surface 
spalling, which also appears to be related to insufficient 
cover over reinforcement. Hopefully research nearing 
completion at the Research Council will shed light on 
this problem and suggest means for eliminating ito 

Traffic volumes and design features seem to have had little influence 
on the adverse performance of the seventeen bridges in this study° 

The only three bridges that are free from scaling were the only three 
bridges that contained an. adequate entrained air voids system. 

For the class of mixtures used in these decks, a minimum air content 
of 5 percent wa• found to be necessary in order to provide a void spacing 
factor of 0o 0055", while air contents of 4 percent provided spacing factors 
below 0o 0075". 

The importance of the early application of curing was reflected in the scaling 
of several decks of apparently satisfactory concrete to which curing was 
applied very lateo 

Uncertainty exists as to the exact proportions of the components, especially 
water, in the concrete in these bridge decks. Procedures established since 
this project should improve this situation° 

The influences of water-reducing admixtures on retarding the setting and 
reducing the water requirement were apparent in the samples from this 
project, as was the accelerating effect of high mixture temperature° 

The data from three spans suggest that the cracking common to them 
might be explainable from high sand equivalents of the fine aggregates 
used° 

Popouts were confined to structures using aggregates previously known 
to be susceptible to this type of defect° 

IMPLEMENTATION 

As noted throughout the report, close liaison with operating divisions within 
the Virginia Department of Highways was maintained throughout this study° Thus 
many of the findings have already been implemented by changes in specifications or 
operating procedures, These changes were not made entirely as a result of this 
research but rather from the mutual efforts represented in this research, experience 
within the various operating divisions, and results from the nationwide emphases on 
various bridge deck problems. 
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Implementati,on was accelerated by the close relationship whi, eh exists 
between the Council and, the Virginia Department of Highways, espeei,al,ly as it 
is manlfested through the various Research Advi, sory Committees° In addition 
to these groups, implementation was materially aided by the presentation of the 
preliminary findings from the field measurements on fresh concrete in instrue• 
tional sessions held in each construction district m 1964 and attended by about 
300 operations personnel. 

Among the changes aeco.mpanyi, ng or i,nfluenced by this research are: 

Upgrading of the requirements for bridge deck concrete as 
reflected i,n Tabl,e II of this report. The most significant 
changes were made ,in 1966• 

Emphasis on a certification program m portland cement concrete 
for Departmental and contractor personnel. This program was 
begun, in the fall of 1962,1iust prmr to the work reported, here, 
and has significantly improved all aspects of concrete production,. 

3• iFoeusing attention on the eri, tieal nature of bridge deck concrete 
through various meetings, short courses, and publlcations within 
the Department. 

4o Requiring mechanical screedmg of bridge decks. 

5• Using monomolecular film to encourage early curing° 

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH 

Most of the major difficulties, specifically lack of cover and, variable quality, 
would be mitigated by the use of bonded two course construction as described :in the 
PCA BPR Report #6 (1970) and NCHRP Synthesis #4 (1970). Field evaluations of 
this type of construction are recommended. 
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SCREEDING AND FINISHING. TECHNIQUES 

The screeding and finishing techniques used in the construction of concrete 
bridge decks differ markedly from those in the construction of concrete roadway 
pavements. Differences in the flexibilities of structural members, variations in 
the roadway width and span lengths from bridge to bridge, and occasionally on 
individual bridges, and a lack of working space outside the roadway width are a 

few of the factors which make screeding and finishing of bridge decks unique. 
Furthermore, in the construction of decks, the placing and the finishing of concrete 

are not day-to-day operations as they are in the construction of roadways, so the 
work crews on bridge decks are not usually as experienced nor as well organized 
as those on roadways° As a result, a number of factors are involved which reduce 
the chances of bridge decks being as smooth or as durable as concrete pavements. 

Possibly because there were many variations in the size and configuration 
of bridge decks when th•ese decks were placed, there were also many variations in 
the types of screeds used by different contractors• As a matter of economics, a 
contractor who infrequently constructed bridge decks might have a small manual 
type screed that could be adapted to almost any bridge deck; or he might simply 
improvise one to fit a specific occasion° Still another contractor might have used 
an elaborate mechanical type screed that could be adapted to various roadway widths 
or span lengths by adding or removing replaceable sections° The overall result was 
that a wide assortment of screeding devices of all types, sizes, and shapes were being 
used by the contractors to construct bridge decks. In 1968 manual screeding was 
prohibited by Virginia specifications so use of more elaborate mechanical screeding 
equipment has become general practice• 

All types of screeding devices, whether mechanical or manual, must operate 
by rolling or sliding on screed rails or some other type of support. These rails are 
set either to the finished grade or ata:pr•determined height above the finished grade; 
plus an allowance for the anticipated dead load deflection. Since the location of the 
rails depends primarily upon the type and length or width of the screeding device to 
be used, they are located in various places. 

Screeding devices are usually classified as being either longitudinal or trans- 
verse (on the basis of their orientation to the direction of traffic) and as being either 
mechanically or manually propelled. Some have mechanically oscillating screeding 
edges and others have vibrating edges. In this evaluation the many types of screeding 
methods were divided into the following categories: 

i. Longitudinal Scr eeds 

A• Manually operated types 
Manually operated vibratory types 
Mechanical, oscillating, full span length types 



2. Transverse Screeds 

D• Manually operated types 
Manually operated vibratory types 
Mechanical oscillating types 

A typical longitudinal manually operated screed is shown in Figure 
Although this particular one is a single truss type, the screeds in this category 
are constructed to various designs° In some instances they might consist only ol 
a 2" × 6" board used to strike the concrete off to grade° A wide assortment o• 
lengths can also be found in this type screed, but the significant factor is the 
longitudinal manner in which it is used° All screeds of this type are manually 
oscillated back and forth in a longitudinal direction while simultaneously being 
pulled across the width ol the bridge deck roadway° The main variation in this 
operation is the location of. the screed rafts. In the situation shown in Figure 
the rails are set flush with the •inal grade and run transversely across the width 
of the deck at the midpoint of the span° Current specifications require that the 
screed rails must be located above the finished surface° In other cases the rails 
might be set at the 1/4 points, 1/3 points, or at other fractional portions of the 
span length which best accommodate the screed being used. A•ter the screeding 
operation is completed, the rails are removed, and the remaining voids filled in 
with concrete and smoothed over° The entire deck surface is also finished by 
some type of floating operation immediately following the screedingo 

The longitudinal manually operated vibratory type screed resembles the 
type just discussed in most respects, except that the screeding edge is not normally 
supported by a truss° It is usually a simple beam-like device vibrated by an engine 
mounted on the top side of the beam• Its general appearance is similar to that of 
the screed to be shown in Figure A-3, except it is, of course, used in a longitudinal 
position on the bridge deck• These type screeds are not normally oscillated in the 
longitudinal direction since the vibrations set up by the engine tend to consolidate the 
concrete and produce an even textured surface° They are, however, pulled across 
the width of the span manually, or in some cases, advanced by a reel and cableo 
The screed rafts are placed in positions on the bridge deck similar to those described 
for the nonvibratory screedo Shorter spacing intervals are used more frequently, 
however, because the screed itself is usually shorter in length than the truss type 
screedo After the screeding operation, the rails are removed and floating procedures 
follow immediately behind the screeding operation, as described above. The longi- 
tudinal mechanical, oscillating, full span length type screed has been used in Virginia 
on spans up to approximately i00 feet in lengtho In Figure A-2 a screed of this type 
is shown being used to screed a 90=foot span° It is constructed with double trusses 
spaced approximately 18 inches apart to provide lateral stiffness, and an adjustable 
channel attached to the lower portion of the truss serves as the screeding edge° The 
screed oscillates in a longitudinal direction while simultaneously creeping across 
the roadway width. It is mechanically actuated by a 3/4 horsepower electric drill 
motor attached in a bracket at one end of the screedo Two wheels at each end of 
the screed, which can be raised and lowered by hydraulic hand operated jacks, are 
used t•) roll the screed back into position for additional passes° Unless this screed 
is used on excessively long spans, the only screed rails used are mounted at the 



bulkhead forms at the ends of the span. Consequently, the rails are not subject to 
change in elevation due to dead. load deflection such as that encountered with rails 
mounted at intermediate points in the span. The final fini.shed grade can thus be 
set directly to the adjustable screeding edges at desired intervals along the length 
of the span and it remains independent of the dead load beam deflectionso Sereeding 
is followed by a full span length longitudinal• belting operation, which i,s best accom- 
plished just prior to the initial set of the concrete• 

The transverse manually operated type sereeds are similar to the manually 
operated longitudinal screed shown in Figure A•I and are found in •iust as many 
assortments of sizes and shapes• These screeds rest on the deck in a transverse 
position, however, and are usually found in lengths sufiicient to cover either half or 

the full width of a bridge deck. They are manually oscillated back and forth trans- 
versely and are sirnultane••,:•]y pulled down the length of the span on screed rails set 
at or near the curb line. 

The transverse, manually operated, vibratory type screeds are similar to 
those of the longitudinal vibratory type, except that they are rotated, through 90 ° and. 
are used. in a transverse position° Like the nonvi,bratory transverse types, they usually 
cover either half or all of the span width, and the screed rails are placed longitudinally 
down. the span in similar posit.i.onso Figure A=3 shows one of the common type vibratory 
screeds that could, be classified as semi-mechanical, since it can. be advanced down the 
span by reels and cables mounted at each end. 

For the last two methods described, the surface is sometimes longitudinally 
floated and/or smoothed with a bull float immediately, see Figure A-4o 

The transverse mechanical oscillating screed shown in Figure A-5 incorporates 
a box type truss design to support two screeding edges that can be adjusted, to fit any 
specified roadway crown. The screedmg edges oscillate transversely and the .machine 
advances down the span. under its own power though some of the earlier models are 
propelled by a reel and cable° The box truss is of a tel.escopic design and can be ad.• 
justed to fit various widths of roadway° The machine ro],l,s along longitudinal, rails 
placed near the outside edges of the bridge deck roadway° After the screed .makes 
several passes over a given area, the rail sections are removed, the voids iflilled in, 
and the general floating of the surface performed with a bull float° 
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Figure A-I. Longitudinal manually operated single •russ 
ts•pe screed. 

Figure A-2. View of a full span length mechanical longitudinal 
type screeding machine being used on a 90 foot 
span. A lon•tudinal belt used to finish the surface 
lies to the left of the screed. 
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Figure A-3. Transverse vibratory ts•pe screed which covers the 
full width of the deck and is propelled by reel and 
cable, Note wort• bridge in foreground. 

Figure A-4. Lon•d.ir•fi floating of a. bridge deck. 



Figure A-5. Mechanical transverse oscillating type screed. 



APPENDIX B 

CHARACTERISTICS OIF STUDY BRIDGES 

For the purposes of classifyi, ng structural types during a comprehensive 
national survey of bridge decks, the PCA and BPR adopted a three letter system 
which is utilized in this report and is described below, 

Three groups of letters comprise the abbreviations" the first group 
designates the material (steel or concrete) in the main members; the second 

group describes the type (box girder, I•beam, truss, etco) of main members; 
and the third group describes span type (simple, continuous, etco)o Abbreviations 

are are follows: 

1o First group of letters'. 

Re 

SS 

Reinforced concrete 
Prestressed concrete 
StructurM, steel 

2. Second group of letters: 

BG Box girder 
DG Deck girder 
IB I-beam 
SS Solid slab 
HS Hollow slab 
TA Trussed arch 

3o Third group of letters: 

SN 
CN 
SC 

Rigid fr ame 
Simple spans 
Continuous spans 
Simple spans, noncomposite 
Continuous spans, noncomposite 
Simple spans, composite 
Continuous spans, composite 

Examples: 

RC•DG,-C 

SS•DG-CN 

SS-IB-SN 

RC•DG,=F 

RC-HS-F 

SS-TA-C 

A reinforced concrete deck-girder (or T-beam) 
bridge hav:i.ng continuous spans° 

A structural steel, deck-girder bridge having continuous, 
noncomposite spans. 

A structural steel I•beam bridge having simple, non• 
composite spans° 

A reinforced concrete deck•girder, rigid frame bridge° 
A reinforced concrete hollow slab, rigid frame bridge° 
A structural steel Wussed arch bridge having continuous 
spans° 
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DEFECTS COMMONLY ENCOUNTERED ON BRIDGE DECKS 

General 

The riding surface of a bridge deck ideally should provide a continuation 
the pavement segments which it connects° The surface should be free from char- 
acteristics or profile deviations which impart objectionable or unsafe riding qualities• 
The desirable qualities should persist with minimum maintenance throughout the 
projected service life of the structure° 

Many decks rema•n smooth and free from surface deterioration and retain 
skid resistance for man:•, years, attesting to satisfactory attention to the many details 
influencing such performance° When deficiencies do occur, they usually take one of 
the forms described in this appendix. 

_Ro u__ ghne s s 

Roughness can be periodic, varying in wavelength, or it may occur as discrete 
discontinuitieso Excessive sag or camber are deficiencies which cause long wavelength 
roughness which may exist when the deck is new° Roughness with short wavelength, or 
"washboarding", can appear early and result from construction practices, or it can 
develop subsequently with surface deterioration. Such shortwave roughness may be 
periodic or random, depending upon its cause° Discontinuities at joints or near abut- 
ment backwalls result in sudden "bumps"° Council research relating to roughness has 
been previously reported (Hilton 1968). 

Cracki_p_g 

Cracks may be classified according to their orientation in relation to the 
direction of traffi.c as longitudinal, transverse, diagonal, or random° In addition, 
the terms pattern cracking and crazing are used to refer to characteristic defects 
(ACI Committee 201 1968)• The severity of cracking is conventionally expressed 
qualitatively as fine, medium and wide° Standards established by the A CI de•ine 
cracking severity as follows." 

fine generally less than 1 mm, 

medium between 1 mm and 2 mm, 

wide over 2 mmo 

Examples are shown in Figures C=I through C=4o 

Longitudinal cracking is most prevalent as "reflective" cracks in thin concrete 
wearing courses over longitudinal joints of precast•prestressed box girder spans or in 
areas where resistance to subsidence is offered by longitudinal reinforcement, void 
tubes, or other obstructions, 



Figure C-1. Transverse cracking. 

Figure C-2. Diagonal cracking. 



Figure 
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Diagonal cracking occurs mos• often in the acute angle corner near abui•ments 
of skewed bridges or over single column piers of concrete box girder, deck girder 
or hollow slab bridges, 

No one facior can be singled oui as 1he cause of !rans•,erse cracking, Among 
the more l.mporiani factors are (1) exlernal and iniernal restraims on ihe early and 
long-term shrinkage of the slab, and (2) combinations of dead load and live load stresses 
in negat-ive momenl regions•. In general, 1he observed crack paiierns suggest t.hat live 
load siresses play a relaiively minor role in transverse cracking excep• in continuous 

spans. 

Pa•Iern and/or random cracking •s usually shallow and may be relai•ed to early 
or long iime drying. Such minor cracking •s a colnmon defect• Occasionally severe 

cases are encountered •n which cracks conform to a paitern but extend through the 
slab. Under l-hese conditions the probable causes are severe early drying plastic 
shrinkage cracking (Newlon 1970) or unstable conditions associ.a•ed with reactive 
aggregates (Newlon and Sherwood 1962) 

Surface spalls are depressions resulting from the separation of a portion of the 
surface by excessive internal pressure resul.ting from a combinaiion of f0rces• As 

seen in F•gure C•5, spalling exposes reinforcemere, decreases deck thickness and 
subjecis i•he ih:lnned seclion to impact. ",Ioln! spall" is used •o designale spalls adjacent 
to various lypes of joints, such as •hat in Figure C-6. The incidence of surface spalling 
varies considerably within •.he United Siales (BPR PCA 1969) bui where it occurs it 
is a very serious and troublesome problem, II is rela!ed to the use of deicing chemi• 
cals, corrosion of reinforcement, iraffic volume, and quantit.y and quality of concrete 

cover 

Sealing_ 

Scaling is the loss of surface mortar usually associaled wiih ,he use of deicer 
chemicals. The sever•ity of scal.]ng is normally expressed q•al]i:a•ive]y by terms such 

as ligh;, medium, heavy or severe. An example of heavy scal•lng ls shown in Figure 
C•7. The gradual loss of surface by abrasion is sometimes dlfficul.t io distinguish 
from light or medium scaling. Scaling can be locally severe, but generally is not. 

a serious problem if accep;ed concre!ing prac!•.ces are followed. 

t ) coo t,•l s 

Certain aggregates undergo deser•p1•ve expansion du.r•ng freez•ng and dislodge 
poriions of morlar •,o forum depressions designaled "popoms" An example is shown 
i.n Figure C-8. These are usually more of an aesthetic nuisance ihan a structural 
problem, bul should be avoided, if possible, 



Figure C-5(a). Surface spalling.•, 

Figure C-5{b• ,•,,rf•ce s•alling at 

an early s•ge of development. 
Note cracking at location of steel. 

Fig•re C-5(c). S•.,•rface spalling at a 

more adv,:•u..•::•. •'.-L-•ge than C-5(b). 
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Figure C-6. A small joint spall. Surface sp•lls associated wi•h •he 
reinforcemen• are also evident. 

Figure C-7. Surface scaling. 



Figure C-8. Typical popout, 

Sh•pperine ss 

Skid resistance is conventionally expressed in terms of a coefficient of 
friction determined on wet but ice-free pavements from measurements during 
panic stops of vehicles, or specially designed measuring trailers. These trailers 
(ASTM Method E274) permit measurements in shorter lengths than vehicle "stopping- 
distance" tests and thus can be applied to individual bridge slabs° 

The coefficient of friction of the bridge deck surface should not differ sub• 
stantially from that of the pavement segments that it connects and should have and 
retain minimum values established for pavement surfaces. Published data for 
bridge decks are meager but those available for pavements indicate that low skid 
resistance, or slipperiness, can be influenced by materials and construction practices 
and subsequently applied coatings• An example of polished aggregate showing low 
skid resistance is shown in Figure C•9. 



Figure C-9. Polished coarse aggregate contributes to low skid resistances, 

Roughness, cracking, spalling, scaling, popouts, and slipperiness are the 
major defects which result when sufficient attention is not given to the many details 
which influence their occurrence. Recognition of the interaction of design, materials, 
and construction practices as well as environmental factors is the important first step 
toward smooth and durable decks. 
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DEFINITIONS AND FORM USED IN BRIDGE SURVEY 

The following criteria were used in the surveys and are taken from PCA 
BPR Report No. 5 (1969)o 

The observations were reported on a standard data sheet as shown in iFigure 
One sheet was required for each bridge° 

Any observed defects were reported for each individual span° 

On the data sheets, scaling was reported as an estimated percentage of the 
affected spanks deck area i°or the average severity condition in box 1 for light 
scale; box 2, medium scale• box 3, heavy scale; and box 4, severe scale. An X 
was also placed in the box that designated the most severe scaling condition observed 
in the span° For example, in Figure D-I, 15 percent of the area of span 2 had an 

average scaling condition classified as light scale, and medium scale was encountered 
in portions of the scaled areas. 

The six classifications of cracking box 1 for transverse•box 2, longitudinal• 
box 3, diagonal; box 4, pattern or map; box 5, "D"; and box 6, random were re- 
ported as being light, medium, or heavy (L, M, or H)o Light cracking meant widely 
spaced, fine cracks or only a few cracks in the span. Heavy Cracking meant closely 
spaced, wide (prominent) cracks, or many cracks in a span° For example, in 
Figure D-l, light transverse, longitudinal and map cracking were observed in each 
span of the bridge, whereas there was no visible diagonal (box 3) or "D" (box 5) 
cracking in any spans° Light random cracking (box 6) was observed on span 1o 

The presence of any rust stains on the deck surface was reported by an R in 
the box for the particular span. 

Surface spalls were reported as small (box 1) or large (box: 2)° The number of 
spalls in each affected span were reported° For example, in Figure D=I, 5 small 
and 4 large surface spalls were found in span 2. 

Joint spalls were reported by the estimated linear footage spalled along the 
joint. The spalls were classified according to the type of joint on which they occurred. 
along a metal expansion device (box i) along a joint filled with sealing material (box 
2); or along a construction joint or open joint (box 3)° 

Popouts were reported as being few (F) or many (M) in the judgment of the 
inspector. 
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P•.-300 ((;/70) EXHIBIT I 

DATA SI..[EI.:T FOR RANDOM B!II1)GE SI.T'tIVI'JY INSPECTION REPORT 

State 
VR. County Highway Nos. Bridge No. 

Year Built 1963 Dec.k: Uncevcred £'.ovt•re•l Type of Cover 

Is detailec• construction dal2. available ? 

What .type of deck repair or recen.slzuetlo:• has be•;n done? 

Span No. 1 has been selected as •:•,.:, 2• S E end of bridge. (Circle one) 

Span No. 
Length-ft. 

Girder Type 

Scali.n• 

Cracking 

C].a.c,•ifi,:,,:•ti•:•n o[ ;)cck Dete:,."ioration 

1 

2 

3 

4 

1 

2 

4 

5 

6 

Surface 1 

.Spal ! 2 

Joint 

__15 0 

X 

•opout 1 

Comments: 

0 

L 

Remarks 

1969 
ADTC 
1,575 

6 

Date of Inspection 8-6-70 Inspector MN & JD District Office 

Figure D-1 


